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PAINTBOX is a must for every 48K 
SPECTRUM owner! If you want fo exploit 
the full graphics capability of your 
machine you can do so... simply and 
easily with PAINTBOX 

Take а look at the screen prints shown 
‘above They are the sort of thing you could 
produce on your SPECTRUM 
PAINTBOX gives you an entire suite of 
graphics programming aids in one 
integrated program. For instance: 
UDG EDITOR 

The facility to define and re-define up to 
84 graphics characters for your programs 
or for use in screen-plonning 
UDG DRAWING BOARD 

‘fully-integrated UDG planner for 
defining up to 4 Banks of characters 
Planning facilities include MIRROR, 
INVERSE, ROTATE, FILE 
5КЕТСНРАО 

An experimentation "window" for 
developing the UDG set. 

PRECISION PLOTTER 
An amazingly versatile high resolution 

drowing boord which includes PAPER 
choice INK choice PLOT DRAW CIRCLE. 
FILL, ARC, OVER, ERASE, ond STORE! 
SCREEN PLANNER 

Combining PRECISION PLOTTER and 
UDG characters! A multi-purpose graphics 
acililyto enable you to produce incredible 
screen graphics. All work con be sent to a 
Printer and SAVED as SCREEN or as CODE 
with its own built-in machine code routine 
for instant recall from BASIC. 

The program comes with а DEMO 
program and a 28 page book that's 
packed with hints and tips on how to get 
the best from PAINTBOX 

PAINTBOX is ideally suited fo 
the Print Plotter Spectrum J 
Package — the first and best graphics 
planning pad for the Spectrum! So why 
not place an order today? Write, 
see your local dealer 

use with 

1 016607231 = 

PE 

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD ORDERING 
Post 10: Dept S Print Plotter Products Lfd. 

19 Borough High Steet, London SEI 9St 
ose зола me 

PAINTBOX" SOFTWARE @ ®7 50 (+75pp+p 
101015825) 
SPECTRUM JOTTER PAD 
total $9) 

CIRUM К! 
@ $150 ($150 psp. 

JOARD OVERLAYS 4 $2 60 
5 2X PRINTER PAPER qp 6156 (95p p+) 
250) 

ose remitiance in fu 
Please bill my Access/Barclaycard/Visa 
Mastercard No 

Overseas orders please add 25% for addtional 

nquinies 
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5 NEWS 

QL orders flood in and the ZX-81 receives 
added power. 

5 LETTERS 
Your views and problems. 

6 REVIEWS 
John Lambert assesses some of the latest peri- 
pherals in-depth. 

9 QL REVIEW 
Mike Wright considers the possibilities of the 
new Sinclair machine. 

11 PROFILE 

Nigel Clark meets David Karlin, the man be- 
hind the QL. 

14 FLEXI-FILE 
John Davison describes how to make a filing 
System for all occasions. 

19 SPECIAL OF 
We repeat our popular offer of the ZX-81 kit. 

22 CENTRONICS INTERFACE 
Richard Sargent builds a one-chip interface for 
the Spectrum. 

31 MATHS PRECISION 
Stephen Rush shows how the accuracy of cal- 
culations on the Spectrum can be improved. 

38 ROBOT ARM 
An easy-to-build arm which shows the po: 
bilities of bigger products. 

44 DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
Joe Pritchard continues his series which helps 
you to understand the theory behind our pro- 
jects. 

48 SHOPPING LIST 
Our regular section showing sources for items 
which are not commonly available. 

48 UPDATE 
We return to earlier projects. 

reflect the interest and needs of readers, we have 
expanded coverage of matters in the Sinclair hard- 

ware market and made improvements to the traditional 
areas of the magazine. 

Our aim is to make Sinclair Projects the complete 
hardware companion for your Sinclair machine — essen- 
tial reading for those who want to know how commercial 
hardware works and how you can build something your- 
self. 

To achieve it we will be reviewing in depth all the latest 
peripherals on the Sinclair market, showing what they do, 
of what they comprise, and how they perform their tasks. 
This month our chief reviewer, John Lambert, looks inside 
the Dean Electronics thermal printer and the Fox Elec- 
tronics programmable joystick for the Spectrum, among 
many other items. 

We also intend to provide lengthy reviews of important 
products or comparisons of groups — of peripherals which 
perform similar tasks. In this issue Mike Wright considers 
the possibilities of the new QL, the Sinclair Quantum 
Leap. 

The world of computers can often seem ап inhuman 
place but without people there would be no machines, no 
programs, no users. From now we will be promoting the 
human aspect by meeting some of the people behind the 
latest machines or developments. 

Everyone is talking about the QL at the moment, so 
Nigel Clark went to speak to one of the men behind its 
development. Though still a young man, David Karlin has 
already done a great deal in the world of micro-electronic. 

The number of build-it-yourself projects has been re- 
duced from six to four but they are still as interesting as in 
previous issues. With the growing interest in robots, as 
shown by the number of readers who have enquired about 
the Prowler, we have a project to build а simple arm. We 
have made the device as uncomplicated as possible, so that 
we give the essentials of what is involved while still making 
something useful. 

In a project for the Spectrum, Richard Sargent shows 
how to build a one-chip Centronics interface. That is the 
industry standard interface for printers and should interest 
anyone wanting to improve hard copies of information. 

The other two articles are software projects. Both have 
been chosen because of their help to serious users of the 
Spectrum. One permits people to build a flexible filing 
system which can be used to accommodate a variety of 
records. The other shows how accurate mathematics can 
be performed. 

ү Sinclair Projects has changed this month. То 

Mai 

Production assistant Dezi Epaminondou Managi 
Sinclair Projects is published bi-monthly by ECC Publications Lt 
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Upgrade your 
16K 

ZX SPECTRUM 
Now! 

The CHEETAH 32K RAMPACK simply plugs into the user port at the rear of 
your computer and increases the memory instantly to 48K 

Fully compatible with all accessories via rear edge connector 
No need to open computer and invalidate guarantee 
Why send your computer away and wait weeks for upgrade 
Fully cased tested and guaranteed 

Why wait any longer? 
Only £39.95 including VAT and P&P. 

Now make your 
Spectrum and ZX-81 Talk 

The Cheetah "SWEET TALKER" just plugs into the back of the computer using the existing power supply. Based on an allophone system you can easily program any word sentence or phrase. Fully cased, tested guaranteed and compatible 
with all accessories via rear edge connector. Complete with demonstration cassette and full instructions, No more lonely 
nights! Simply incredible at £29.75 (Please quote when ordering whether Spectrum or ZX81 owner) 

16K RAM Pack for ZX-81 £19.75 
64K RAM Pack for ZX 81 £44.75 

Prices include VAT, postage & packing. Delivery normally 14 days. Export orders at no extra cost. Dealer enquiries welcome. 
nd cheque/PO now to. 
CHEETAH MARKETING LTD 
Dept SPJ 
24 Ray Street 
London EC1 R3 DJ 
Tel: 01-278 6954 

32K RAM Pack and "SWEET TALKER” also available from larger Branches of 

fom Menzies | WH SMITH 
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Power from 
DESPITE having large amounts of 
computing power at their disposal, 
many large companies are using the 

-81 to help them with their re- 
search. They have discovered that the 
little machine, with the addition of 
the Forth КОМ cartridge from 
Skywave Software, gives them many 

QL orders rush 
SIR CLIVE SINCLAIR'S reputation 

for launching good products is such 
that orders for the QL have been 
flooding іп. The only machines to 
have been seen so far are those on 

display at the launch yet there is now 
a waiting list “well into the thou- 
sands”. 

Although the first machines were 
expected to be delivered сапу 
March, the unexpected rush means 
that a backlog will develop. 

There were more than 400 orders in 
the first two days after the launch and 
now they are arriving at 500 a day. 

the ZX-81 
facilities at a low cost — the ROM 

costs only £25. 
David Husband of Skywave, based 

at Boscombe, Bournemouth, says he 
was surprised at first when he started 
receiving orders from large compan- 
ies such as ICI, universities and a 
number of Government establish- 
ments. “И does not surprise me a 
more; they just realised what can be 
done with the ZX-81 and the ROM,” 
he says. 

The ROM with its multi-tasking 
capability makes the 7Х-81 a useful 
controller of applications, particu- 
larly in 
aid. Husband says it would be ideal 
for a project such as the weather 
station being built in Sinclair Pro- 

jects, where the measurements of 

temperature and pressure could be 
performed at regular intervals but the 
user could still program the machine. 
It is also possible to have a number of 
windows on the screen in the same 

way as the new QL. 

| 
ZX-Microdrive 
design frozen 
THE DESIGN of the Spectrum Mi- 
crodrive has been frozen and there 
are no plans to make the improve- 
ments which have been made for the 
QL Microdrive. A spokesman for 
Sinclair Research said most of the 
changes had been cosmetic but ad- 
mitted that they allowed an ad- 
ditional ISK of storage to be 
guaranteed for the QL version. 

The ZX Microdrive sold for th 
Spectrum has a minimum of 85K of 
storage, whereas the QL Microdrive 
could supply 100K. 

David Karlin, one of the leading 
members of the QL design team, said 
that a number of engineering changes 
had been made and there had been a 
great deal more error-checking and 
attempts to increase the performance 
of the controller chip. 

А spokesman added that the 
changes would be difficult to imple- 
ment on the ZX Microdrive. 

Plea for 
rampack 
AS A fairly new owner of a 
ZX-81, 1 am still using the 
unexpanded 1K version. 
Now, however, I wish to 
expand to the much more 
useful 16K package. No- 
where can I find a circuit 
diagram for an add-on 
RAM pack. Can you advise 
me of anyone who can sup- 
ply a RAM pack in kit 
form? The object, obvious- 
ly, is to do the job as cheap- 
ly as possible. 

RIF ichardson, 
Harrogate. 

eA 16K RAM pack is а 
complicated circuit and 

since they can be obtained 
ready-huilt from as little as 
about £15 it is not worth 

considering trying to таке 
one. The parts alone would 
probably cost as much. 

More support call 
HAVING bought the Octo- 
ber/November issue for the 
purpose of constructing the 
Вацегу-Васкей RAM, the 
first three-quarters of а 
page were completely over 
my head. | was therefore 
very disappointed to find 
that not only was 1 unable 
to understand the article 
but the RAM board was of 
a rather strange capacity 
ie., SKB. 

When programming my 
-X-81, using the 16K pro- 

grams freely available in the 
computer magazines, 1 fre- 
quently experience prob- 
lems with supply voltage 
fluctuations and computer 
screen lock-up. The only 
way to restore computer 
functions is to re-set the 
mains supply, therefore los- 
ing the program, if not al- 
ready lost. 

| understand that the 
problems are usually found 
with the ZX-81 but you can 
see that this problem re- 
quires a 16K battery-backed 
RAM. Is it possible to 
modify the 8K RAM pro- 
ject to function as а 16K 
board by using more 2K 
RAMs or different com- 
ponents? 

K J Bryan, 
Deal, Kent. 

ө You misunderstand the 
purpose of the battery- 
backed RAM. The project 
was to allow one to store 
machine code routines rath- 
er than Basic programs and 
is mapped outside the Basic 
program area. To overcome 
‘your problem, you could 
build the battery-back-up 
system of the December/ 
January issue. 

Teleprinter 
printer 
LOOKING through Sin- 
clair Projects and consider- 
ing building the Radio 
Teleprinter, 1 decided to 
write a short machine code 
subroutine to simulate the 
output from the interface. 
It showed (wo problems 
with page 17, the machine 
program which 1 have not 
noticed in Update: 

Line 16514 Data : missing 
a 00. Dec. address 16523 
should read 16528. 

At 16600 the call address. 
given may be satisfactory 
for old ROM users but it 

caused me a few headaches. 
I think that new ROM users 
should have : 

16600 40D8 CD2BOF 

CALL SLOW. 

Malcolm Purves, 
Bristol. 
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THE NEW 1/О port from 
Multitron gives the Spec- 
irum a means of communi- 
cating with the outside 
world. Using the port it 
could control motors, turn 
lights on and off, or detect 
when a switch has been 
closed. What it does is to 
transfer signals to and from 
the outside in a form the 
CPU can understand. 

The port is ап uncased 
PCB with through connec- 
tor based on the Intel 8255 
АР-5 chip. The chip has 
three 8-bit ports — A, В 
and C — and a control reg- 
ister D, the addresses being 
31, 63, 95 and 127 respec- 
tively. Each port can be set 
to either input or output, 
with the upper and lower 
nibbles of port C capable of 
being set independently to 
either. 

Two more modes of op- 
eration are available which 
allow strobed МО with 
handshaking and strobed 
bi-directional operation; in 
both cases the data can be 
latched. Details are given in 
the user manual. 

Connections to the board. 
аге either by a 28-way Spec- 
trum-style edge connector 
or Soldercon pins — bread- 
board style. The manual 
gives comprehensive details 
of how the port works and 
how to set it up. It also 
includes two brief pro- 
grams, one to make the port 
test itself and one to show 
binary numbers being out- 
put to LEDs. 

One thing it does not do 
is to give simple circuit dia- 
grams to show how to con- 
nect a LED or perhaps a 
relay. 

Cheap connector 
for the Spectrum 

Priced at £13.50 plus 35 
pence p&p, including man- 
ual, it provides a cheap in- 
troduction to control appli- 
cations. Available from 
Multitron, 5 Milton Clos 
Headless Cross, Redditch, 
Worcs B97 5BQ. Tel: 0527 
44785. 

Sinclair 
thermals 
DEAN ELECTRONICS 

has recently troduced а 
Sinclair-compatible thermal 
printer, the Alphcom 32. It 
is manufactured by the 
American company which 
produces the Timex-Sinclair 
2040. 

The printer plugs into the 
or of either th 

Spectrum and will 
pt the standard com- 

mands ої LPRINT, LLIST 
and COPY, so existing soft- 
ware can be used without 
alteration. Using 110mm. 
wide white thermal paper, it 
produces a very readable 
output at a speed of roughly 
two lines per second. 

The printer c; є із ap- 
proximately 195mm. x 
140mm. x SSmm. black- 
moulded ABS, with а рег- 
spex blister on top which 
holds the paper. Two wires 
emerge from the back, one 
— about 150mm. long — to 
an over-size edge connector 
containing а 741.510, used 
to decode A7 and A2, anda 
ferrite ring to suppress in- 
terference. It has а ZX-81 
size connector to the com- 
puter and a through port 
for RAM packs. The other 

lead connects to the sup- 
plied external power supply 

by way of a male 3.5mm. 
jack plug. Inside the printer 
there is a minimum of elec- 
tronics — a ROM chip, 
marked TS2040, to handle 
the printer operations; five 
chips to control the printing 
mechanism; a handful of 

discrete components; and 
two PCB-mounted switches. 

to turn the printer on and 
off and to advance the 
paper. Use of both switches 
together performs a self-test 
function. 

The bulk of the space is 
Occupied by a very solid- 
looking, rubber-mounted 
printer mechanism. The 
printhead is made of a ce- 
Tamic material into which 
20 wires are inlaid. As they 
are moved across the paper 
they burn off the top sur- 
face of the paper to leave a 
black ink impression. 

Each wire covers two 
character squares in a zig- 
zag fashion which shows ир 
the only disadvantages. 
When doing a COPY the 
zig-zag is noticable on any 
solid blocks of ink. 

The printer becomes 
warm in use but that is not а 

problem, as there are ade- 
quate ventilation slots on 
the top and bottom and a 
large heatsink inside, On a 
Spectrum the edge connec- 
tor lead fouls the power 
lead, making insertion diffi- 
cult and it does not fit flush 
at the bottom, making the 
Spectrum slightly unstable. 

Costing £59.95, including 
power supply and one roll 
of paper, with extra rolls of 
paper at only £1, the printer 
must be seen as a good al- 
ternative to the Sinclai 
printer. The Alphacom 32 
obtainable from Dean Ele: 
tronics Ltd, Glendale Park, 
Fernbank Road, Ascot, 
Berkshire 515 8JB. Tel: 
0334 885661 and branches 
of W H Smith. 

Sound made 
in stereo 

FOR THOSE with a musi- 
cal bent who have a Sinclair 
machine, help is at hand. 
Not a musical bent straight- 
ener but the Tricord from 
Petron is a stereo progra- 
mable sound generator 
board in two versions, with. 
and without an internal am- 

for plifier and  speakei 
both the ZX-81 and 5 
trum. 

The Trichord has three 
basic modes of oj tion, 

First, using an in-built 
PROM, it can reproduc 
any of 255 sound effects 
ranging from one described 
as a low bong to a steam 
engine and whistle, plus 

indescribable ones. 
‚ it can be used to 
three-part harmony 
finally, the internal 

play 
and, 
registers of the PSG chip 
can be accessed to produce 
your own sound effects, 

All versions of the Tri- 
chord are the same-sized 
black plastic box which has 
a 7Х-81 connector and 
through port. On a Spec- 
trum that means that only a 
Sinclair printer could be 
plugged into the back of it. 

Inside the box is an AY- 
3-8910 PSG chip. It has 14 
internal registers to control 
the frequency and pi 
three sound channels 
pitch and channel of a white. 
noise generator, separate 
volume controls, and has 
tight in-built ^ envelope 
shapes for which the period 
can be altered. 

The Trichord is probably 
the most versatile sound 
generator on the market at 
the price. 

Petron Electronics is at 
Courtlands Road, Newton 
Abbot, Devon TQI2 2JA. 
Tel: 0626 62836. 
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Disc driving on 
the Spectrum 
LATEST in a sudden crop 
of disc interfaces for the 
Spectrum is the FDC-1 Mk2 
from Technology Research. 
It will accept up to two 
Shin. drives in either 40- or 
80-track, single- or double- 
sided format and is com- 
plete with a utility disc. 

The interface plugs on to 
the rear user port and pro- 
vides a through port for 
other add-ons, drive cable 

d connector and a socket 
or the Spectrum power 
supply. On power-up the 
contents of an EPROM in 
the interface is loaded into 
the upper 4K of memory 
and a jump is made to the 
DOS, where a sword has 

to be entered. The password 
has to agree with a pass- 
word held on the disc to 
allow access. 

At that point the full 
range of commands be- 
comes available — LOAD/ 
SAVE of Basic or machine 
code, both of which can be 
auto-run; ERAse a file on 
disc; and an INITialisation 

ine for new discs. The 
tion is cari l-out. 

after a new disc has been 
FORMATed using a pro- 
gram on the utility disc and 
stores the current password 
on the disc. 

Initialising a disc will 
wipe it, so an additional 
command LOCK is pro- 
vided to prevent that hap- 
pening, | if required. 
DIRectory will give you 一 
provided you have the cor- 
rect password — a list of 
the files and their length, 
plus the amount of spare 
space. Two additional com- 

mands are available for ran- 
dom aca 
PUT and GET, but our 

опа! copy of the new 
instructions gave limited de- 
tails, although we are as- 
sured that will be remedied 
оп the proper instructions. 

Inside the interface are 
two PCBs; the lower one 
takes the lines across to the 
rear connector and holds 
the power socket. The up- 
per опе holds the main elec- 
tronics, a disc operating 
chip — a 1771 — the 
EPROM and a good deal of 
buffering around the cable 
socket. The 1771 is a rela- 
tively old disc chip and can- 
not provide double density 
but by using two boards it is 
very easy to change one 
when, at a later stage, you 
need that feature. The buf- 
fering on the cable is par- 
ticularly useful, as the 
interface uses the same 
standard as BBC machines 
and a drive can be discon- 
nected without crashing the 
system. 

In use, the interface 
proved reliable. The only 
time it crashed was when 
trying to save a program 
without giving it details ої 
program length and start. 
In that instance the inter- 
face defaults to saving the 
whole 64K but the drive did 
not appear to like the idea 
and just spun aimlessly. 
Apart from that it worked 
first time, every time. 

Machine code users who 
normally use the upper 
memory for their routines 
are catered for as Tech- 
nology Research can, for a 

nominal fee, provide the 
DOS assembled anywhere 
in the upper 32K. 

With a 40-track, single- 
sided drive the interface 
gives 97.5K of file space, 
with 2.5K being taken by 
the directory. Larger-capac- 
ity drives lose a similar per- 
centage. 

Priced at #85 plus VAT, 
the interface is rather ex 
pensive but it allows the use 
of drives not dedicated to 
one machine; also if an 80- 
track, double-sided drive is 
used, you have 390K of file 
space at less than £2 a time. 

Technology || Research 
Ltd, 356 Westmount Road, 
London INW, Tel: 01- 

856 8408. 

Joystick 
variety 
NE FROM Fox Elec- 
tronics is а programmable 
joystick interface for the 
Spectrum. The interfac 
plugs into the rear connec- 
tor of the Spectrum and has 
a through connector {ог 
other add-ons. On the right- 
hand side of the case is a 
standard 9-pin, D-type, 
Atari-style socket for the 
joystick and one switch. 

To use the interface all 
you have to do is put up the 
Switch, which then displays 
a menu on the screen. You 
then have the option of cre- 
ating a new key set from 
any of the 40 keys, includ- 
ing the shift keys and EN- 
TER, or selecting, with a 
ingle keystroke, one of the 
16 sets already created. 

Pressing the E key exits 
to Basic ready to load a 
game and programs the 
joystick. If necessary, the 
key sets can be saved on 
tape. 

Leaving the switch down 
will make the Spectrum ig- 
nore the interface unless 

you are using another add- 
on which uses the ROMCS 
line; if so, you may find 
that a clash occurs, 

Inside the interface is a 
2K CMOS RAM, the 
6116LP, and a small ni-cad 
battery. When in use the 
battery is kept topped-up by 
the Spectrum power supply, 
via a 7805 regulator, and on 
power-down maintains the 
memory for a minimum ої 
six months. 
On putting up the switch 

the interface pages-out the 
Spectrum ROM and jumps 
to the program held in its 
RAM. The program then 
transfers into the Spectrum 
RAM, pages the ROM back 
in and puts the menu on the 
screen. On pressing the E 
key, the program transfers 
back to its own RAM, sets 
up the joystick and calls the 
NEW routine. Any new key 
sets created are saved in the 
process. 

All that is clever and pro- 
vides the easiest interface 
on the market today but it 
also provides two by-pro- 
ducts. t, when the 
switch is put down, the in- 
terface causes а hardware 
re-set. That is to say if you 
have a game running you 
can jump out of it without 
having to pull the plug — a 
saving of plug wear. Sec- 
ond, details are available 
from Fox for a machine 
code programmer to use the 
interface as a pseudo КОМ. 
Often-used routines could 
then be loaded at the flick of 
a sw 

When used with a Micro- 
drive, the Spectrum power 
lead fouls the joystick lead, 
making insertion difficult. 
AL £28.50, the interface is 
very good value. From Fox 
Electronics Ltd, 141 Abbey 
Road, Basingstoke, Hamp- 
shire RG21 9ED. Tel: 0256 
20671. 
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NEW from Kempston Elec- 
tronic is the model Е Cen- 
tronics interface for the 
Spectrum. It contains an 
EPROM which enables it, 
оп power-up, to direct the 
commands LPRINT and 
LLIST direct to the printer 
without the need for ad- 
ditional software. Also 
built into the EPROM are 
routines which allow the use 
of COPY for the Epson and 
Siekosha range of printers, 

Housed in the standard 
Kempston case, the inte 
face plugs into the user port 
of the Spectrum and is com. 
plete with a cable to connect 
to the printer. 

The interface is dead- 
ended in that it does not 
have a through port for when the Spectrum uses it 

Kempston interface 
prints defined graphics 

other add-ons. That may be 
a problem if you want to 
use it at the same time as the. 
Kempston joystick interface 
or any other dead-ended de: 
vice. A difficulty which 
may arise with full-size key 
boards is that the case is 
shaped with a lip to fit on 
top of the standard Spec- 
trum, The lip may prevent 
the case fitting snugly 

Inside the case is a 2K 
EPROM which houses the 

мег software and a 

ndful of chips which de- 
tect when the Spectrum is 

using the LPRINT, LLIST 
and COPY commands. It 
does that, for example, with 
the COPY command, by 
monitoring an address, and 

to do a COPY the interface 
takes over and directs out- 
put to the printer. 

Using the interface is very 
simple. If only text is to be 
printed, no setting-up із 
needed, apart from POKE 
ing an address with the 
number of columns re- 

quired if that is other than. 
the default setting of 80. 

The address is one of the 
unused ones in the system 
variables area, 

To use the COPY com- 
mand the interface must be 
set up for your type of 
printer. By entering as a 
direct command COPY 

REM? the interface dis 
Plays a menu page which 
shows its current status. 

You can then set it up for 
the Epson range, Seikosha 
100 or 250 printers, or add 
your own routines. Once 

you have set it up in that 

defined char 

acters or graphics charac- 
ters which appear in a 
listing will be printed as 
shown on the screen An 
annoying feature is that 
those characters are wider 
than normal and make the 
listing appear untidy. 

For computer 
there is an enlarged setting. 
When it is turned on, 
COPY will produce a 
double-sized copy, about 
180mm. x 145mm, on an 
Epson, suitable for hanging 
on the wall. Other settings 
are available to control the 

escape characters 
ic line feeds. 

At £55 ine. the interface 
is by no means inexpensive 
but has many useful fe 
tures. Details from Kemp- 
ston Micro Electronics Ltd, 
Unit 30, Singer Way, Wo- 
burn Road Industrial Estate, 
Kempston, Bedford MK42 
TAF. Tel: 0234 856633. 

Choose from our M50 range of 
exciting products all designed to as sist 

et the hobbyist in building an inter- 
г connection system most suitable for his 

Your Interconnection 
System for the 

Microcomputing World 

particular application: 
headers; sockets; colour coded 
cable; DIP connectors; sub-miniature 
D25 way plug, socket and hood. 

With the M50 you get much more than 
justa good contact. You get a complete 
interconnection system that includes the 

able. 

Our new catalogue containing over 
150 new products is available now 

For further information on these 
products ring (04215) 62829 or write to: 

BICC-VERO ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
Retail Dept, Industrial 

Chandlers Ford, Hampshire, 505 3ZR. 



Real computing power 
at a moderate cost 
Mike Wright reviews the latest machine from Sinclair Re- 
search and finds much of which Sir Clive can be proud. 

Т | “НЕ NEW MACHINE from 
Sinclair Research, the QL or 
Quantum Leap, promises to 

live up to its name and to be a major 
revolution for people in business who 
want real computing power at moder- 
ate cost. 

The hardware is designed merely to 
provide large computing power at a 
reasonable cost but the supporting 
software and expansion facilities are 
all aimed at the professional and 
small business market 
INTEL 8049 

The QL measures Sin. x Lin. x 
18]in., weighs a little more that 3lb., 
and can be connected to either a 
monitor or a television screen. A col- 
our monitor will give a wider screen 
and a greater resolution than a tele- 
vision screen. The machine features 
the Motorola 68008 32-bit processor 
with 128K of user RAM; 32K is re- 
served for the screen display, which in 
its highest resolution gives 512 х 256 
pixels in four colours ог 26 x 256 pix- 
els and eight colours. 

An Intel 8049 is also used in the 
CPU controlling the keyboard, 
sound, RS232C receive and real-time 
clock functions. That leaves the 
68008 to look after all the prinicipal 

functions and in all there is IMB of 
non-segmented address space ava 
able. 

Four custom-built chips are also 
included. The first, dual-sourced 
from Plessey and Synertek, controls 
display and memory; the second, 
dual-sourced by NCR and Synertek, 
controls the other major functions, 
including the Microdrives, local area 
network and RS232C transmission; 
the third and fourth from Ferranti 
provide analogue functions required 
by the Microdrives. 

There is а 65-key, full-travel key- 
board. The introduction of the key 
board means that the traditional use 
of keywords on other Sinclair ma- 
chines will not be possible. It is com- 
plete with two built-in Microdrives 
and the ability to connect six more. 
They are improved versions of Spec- 
trum Microdrives and are not com- 
patible-with the Spectrum, although 
with re-formatting the cartridges will 
be. 

MICRODRIVES 

Other features include a ROM car- 
tridge slot which will allow the ROM 
to be expanded by 32K, an expansion 
slot for а 0.5MB RAM, two RS232C 
ports and two joystick ports. The QL 

should also be able to link to 63 other 
QLs or Spectrums. 

The cost of all those facilities is a 
reasonable £399 but before it can be 
put to use a monitor or а television set 
and a printer will be needed. That will 
add about £300 for a colour monitor 
and £250 for a reasonably good-qual- 
ity dot matrix printer. 

Even with those addi the cost 
compares very favourably to existing 
systems. Sir Clive Sinclair said at the 
launch: “Рог £800 you can have а 
word processor better than anything 
you can buy currently,” 

Despite those cost-benefits there 
are several points which must be 
worrying to potential business users. 
The biggest of them is the decision to 
stay with the Microdrive, although in 
an updated and improved form, in- 
stead of using floppy discs as back-up 
storage. Since the introduction of Mi- 
crodrives last year, some experts have 
been worried by the performance of 
the drives and by the use of continu- 
ous loop of video tape. 

In addition, there is no connection 
for a cassette recorder. Although 
loading from a cassette is a slow, 
tedious business, a cassette copy of a 
program is usually fairly reliable and 
it is cheaper to produce commercial 
programs on cassette. 

The cost of a blank cassette can be 
as little as 15 pence if bought in large 
numbers, while the costs of a Micro- 
drive cartridge is about £5. 

DISC PLAN 

It is also interesting to note that 
Sinclair Research plans to produce a 
hard disc interface, while it has no 
plans to produce either a disc drive or 
a floppy disc interface. The cost of a 
hard disc could be two to three times 
the cost of the computer. 

Another point to consider for users 
with large amounts of data is that 
once the RAM expansion has been 
fitted the QL has 640K of RAM. 
Each Microdrive cartridge holds only 
a maximum of 100K. 

In keeping down the costs of the 
new machine, Sinclair may have 
sinned by omission for business u: 3 
The industry standard interface Гог 
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printers is the parallel or Centronics 
interfaci 

The QL is equipped with two 
RS232C ports but not a Centronics 
port. Most printers are fitted with a 
Centronics interface while the 
RS232C is offered as a more expens- 
ive option. An alternative would be to 
wait until Sinclair produces its 
planned Centronics interface but that 
again means extra cost 

For its operating systems, Sinclair 
Research has developed QDOS for 
which there are some elaborate 
claims. It is able to run more than опе 
program at a time, it can divide the 
screen into a number of windows so 
that different displays can be shown 
simultaneously and input-output is 
device-independent. 

The language used is another in the 
growing family of Basics, this one 
being called Sinclair Super Basic, It is 
said to be “а radical enhancement of 
Spectrum Basic." That makes for the 
same problems people found when 

of receipt. 

£11.50. 

CAMBRIDGE 
SELF- INSTRUCTION COURSES 

GSC SUPERKIT £19.90 
Learn the wonders of digital electronics! 
This practical kit for beginners comes cc 
EXP300 breadboard to teach 
soldering iron; the only extra 
Using the same board you cai 
The course teaches boolean logic, gating, R-S an 
counters, and half-adders. 
It is supported by our theory courses 

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC £7.00 Which covers: basic computes logic; logical circuit elements. the design of circuits to сапу. 
DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN £9.50 Qur latest, most up to-date course оп the design of digital computers, both from their individual logic elements and from integrated circuits. Youare {ist shown the way in which simple logic circuits operate and then. through a series of exercises, arve at a design ora qe GUARANTEE No risk to you. Ifyouare not completely satisfied, your money will be refunide 
Other courses available include: MICROPROCESSORS. 

they changed from the ZX-81 to the 
Spectrum. They will not be able to 
upgrade their machines while retain 
ing their favourite software. Even if 
the program is on a Microdrive car- tridge, it will not be possible to use it 
on the QL 

The feature which will interest non- 
technical users is the suite of pro- 
grams written by Psion specifically for the QL. They are described by 
Psion managing director David Pot 
ter as **more powerful and functional 
than existing products for desk-top 
computers costing up to £5,000.” 
OPTIONS DISPLAYED 

The suite has been designed for 
usability Бу а mass market with no 
prior training. It is said that even the 
most inexperienced person can рег. 
form useful tasks immediately, while 
experienced users can achieve a re. 
markable level of sophistication 

There is a. word processor, a 
spreadsheet, a database and a busi- 

(AMBRIDGELEARNING LIMITED, UNIT RIVERNILLSITE FREEPOST,ST IVES, CAMIS, PET ABE, ENGLAND. Те STIVES (0480) 61446. Prae dom 28 daye for dein UK 
— — 
DIGITAL COMPUTER — DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC - 21 өө 

recon 4*cheq PO payable Cambridge Leeming tor € емге? 
— 

әле 

Gen Carte 
Meere American Expresa Bardeycard Doors Ch Eurocard Vua мае Trad 

—— 

— 

— 

LEARNING 

omplete with an instruction manual,components,and you all the basics of digital electronics, The course needs no 
you need to buy is a 4V2V battery. 
n construct literally millions of different circuits. 

d J-K flipflops, shift registers, ripple 

ош logical functions; flipflops and registers; and 

-d upon return ofthe item in good condition within 28 days. 
& MICROELECTRONICS @ £650 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC (i 

iran orders hom cardholders accepted un — Secindinatire)shouideendshenh ratinsterngdrewneestondontenh.orqeote vedi 

— 

ness graphics program, They are inte- grated in style, structure, design and, 
perhaps most important, in the shar- 
ing of information. The last feature 
allows data to be transferred between 
programs so that information from 
the database or spreadsheet can be transferred to the graphics program where it can be represented graphi 
ly and from where it can be moved 
into a document for printing. 

Although the manual contains 
large sections on all four programs, 

formation on the present status and Options available are displayed in 
English at the top of the screen. 

Тһе QL appears to live up!to Sir 
Clive's claims that it is a quantum leap for the company and computing. 
It is aimed at the business market and 
it would appear to satisfy the dı mands of people in business. Sinclair Research, however, appears to be hedging its bets by including joystick ports, so that games can be played on it 

3 machine. 

Ше 
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HE MOST DIFFICULT job in 
| designing the new Sinclair QL 

was to reduce the pin count to 
a satisfactory level. That is the view 
of one of the leading members of the 
design team, David Karlin, 
“We spent the first two months 

trying to reduce the pin count to 80,” 
he says, adding that it was one of the 
major reasons for choosing the Mo- 
torola 68008 for the main CPU chip. 
Using the ability of that chip to pro- 
cess information in 32 bits but having 
only an 8-bit bus allowed for a big 
reduction in the number of pins. 

32/8-BIT 
The chip, however, caused 

Research some problems in deciding 
how to describe the machine, Ideally 
it should be а 32/8-bit machine but 
that is not a gene epted nam- 
ing system and it was thought it 
would have been confusing. 

Carlin adds that whatever it was 
called, all the software would look 
like that for a 32-bit machine 

The full CPU consists of the 68008 
operating at 7.5MHz for all the prin- 
cipal functions, while a second pro- 
cessor, the Intel 8049, controls the 
keyboard, sound, RS232C receive 
and real-time clock functions. 

The operating system, called 
QDOS and developed by Sinclair, is 
said to include a number of key fea- 
tures such as single-user multiple 
tasking, time-sliced priority job 
scheduler, display handling for multi- 
ple-screen windows and device-inde- 
pendent input-output. 

It has IMB of non-segmented ad- 
dress space, which makes possible a 
wide family of peripherals and en- 
hancements. Of that, 32K is used for 
the screen bit map; a small amount is 
used for other functions leaving, on 
the unexpanded 128K machine, about 
96K of usable memory. 

The RAM can be extended exter- 

Counting the pins helps 
making the quantum leap 

nally to 640K and the 32K ROM can 
be expanded by ROM cartridge to 

64K. The QL uses Super Basic which 
is said to be a great improvement on 
the Basic used in the Spectrum. 

There are four other chips which 
are designed to Sinclair specific. 
tions. Two have been dual-sourced to 
ensure there are no difficulties with 
delivery. The first, which controls the 
display and memory, is supplied by 
Plessey and Sunertek. The other, 
from NCR and Synertek, controls the 
other major functions, including the 
two Microdrives, local area network 

and RS232C transmission. The other 
two chips are supplied by Ferranti 
and provide the analogue functions 
required by the Microdrives. 

Karlin says that once Sinclair had 
set the specifications for the chips 
discussions were started with a num- 
ber of manufacturers to discover not 
only if they could meet the technical 
requirements but also if they would 
be able to supply the ci suffi- 
cient numbers. Having decided on the 
companies, the design work was done 
independently. 

“Rather than have one company 
do the design work and then supply 
the other with a mask, we thought it 
better to have each company do its 
own design," he says. 

in 

That was an area which threatened 
to become one of major difficulty. 
When the first prototypes were re- 
ceived from the manufacturers they 
did not work in the system. “We 
checked them thoroughly and eventu- 
айу found that there was nothing 
wrong with them. The problems had 
been external,” Karlin says. 

He followed the development work 
all the way through and listening to 
him talking about it would be easy to 
think that he had been involved in 
nothing more than a making a few 
simple improvements to the Spec- 
trum. Many observers, however, are 
already saying that Sinclair Research 
is fully justified in saying that the new 
machine is a quantum leap of similar 
proportions to that which brought 
computing power within the reach of 
millions with the introduction of the 
ZX-80. 

Existing machines which use simi- 
lar technology cost a minimum of 
£3,500 and to upgrade existing micros 
to provide comparable facilities it is 
estimated the cost would be almost 
2,000. The QL with its software 
ipport costs £399. 
ENERAL RESEARCH 
Karlin has been with Sinclair Re- 

search since August, 1982 when he 
returned from the States, where he 
had been working on general research 
for Fairchild in Palo Alto, Califor- 
nia. Although born and educated in 
Britain, he went to the U.S. after 
leaving Trinity College, Cambridge, 
where he had been studying a mix of 
engineering and electrical sciences. 

He decided he wanted to return to 
Britain, contacted Sinclair Research 
which was looking for researchers at 
the time, and was given a job. Since 
then he has worked on a number of 
projects but his main work has been 
on the development of the QL. 

From conception to launch took 
only 14 months. "The first six 
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months were spent designing the ICs and the last eight months were needed 
to debug them,” he says. 

In that time, little changed from his 
original ideas of what the computer 
should contain. **I would have liked 
to include a £20 colour tube and we 
decided to increase the RAM to 128K at a fairly late stage but the overall design was much the same as my 
original ideas," he says. 

He emphasise: though, that the design was a co-operative effort by a number of people at Sinclair Re- 
search. 

PORTABLE MACHINE 
“It was not a simple matter of Sir Clive giving us a specification and the 

rest of us producing a machine to 
satisfy that," he says. “We were all throwing around ideas, some of Which we used and others we did 
not.” 

One of the early ideas, given wide publicity by Sir Clive, was a portable machine with its own power supply and flat-screen television and two Mi- 
crodrives. Karlin said, however, that 
that had been decided against early in 
the development stage. 

Having two Microdrives formed 
part of the final machine, although 
improvements have been made on 

those which are used with the Spec- trum. Although much of the drives 
has remained the same, with storage in the region of 100K and an average з time of 3.5 seconds, Karlin says they have been “improved a 
great deal”. 

“We made a number of engineer- ing changes, put in a great deal more error-checking and tried to increase the performance of the controller 
chip. 

He cannot say if those improve- ments will also be made to the ZX 
Microdrives. 

Karlin defends the decisions to omit two facilities, a Centronics inter- 
face and a cassette recorder connec- 
tor. With the QL having a ROM 
cartridge slot and Microdrives, he sees no necessity for inputting infor- 
mation from cassette. 

The reasons for including an 
RS232C rather than a Centronics in- terface were more complicated. While agreeing that the Centronics is more 

the moment, he say 
“The Centronics interface is more 

expensive and occupies more board area than the RS232C but does exact- ly the same job. The problem is that it is the industry standard but we think 
that with our using the RS232C more people will start using it as well.” 

Karlin is confident that the QL 
represents 14 months well-spent. He 
sees an immediate market for the 
machine in the professions and higher 
education, particularly for university 
students who have large calculations 
to do or theses to write. In addition, 
there is the small business market 
where he thinks large numbers can be 
sold, not only because of the price but 
“because of the large amount of busi- 
ness software and the quality of that 
software.” 

PLENTY OF IDEAS 

Sinclair Research is also confident 
about the machine and it intends to 
publish ROM information as soon as 
it can get it together from all the 
imernal documents. 

“Everything we have done has 
been done very carefully so that we 
can be confident it will work,” Karlin 

We did not publish that infor- 
mation about the other machines be- 
cause we wanted to be able to change 
things if we found it necessary.” 

About any future work with which 
he is involved at Sinclair Research, 
Karlin is keeping very quiet. “There 
are always plenty of ideas being 
thrown around at Sinclair, so 1 do not think there will be any shortage of 
work," he says. 

12 
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Ñ Prom SERVICES 
ZX hardware specialists 

Industrial microsystem design and manufacturer 

EPROMS for ZX81's 
TheZX8! ВК EPROM board allows direct access to4 x2K 27 16 EPROMS or 

6116 RAMs It its in line with the ZX PRINTER and RAMPACK and contains їз. 
‘own power supply components The board (ог card for use with a mother board) 
costs £19.95 and comes complete with either EPROM | ог! 

Further preprogrammed EPROMS are available priced £995 each 
EPROM 1 40 toolkit routines: EPROM li RAPID SAVE/LOAD. 16K in one 
minute; EPROM X adds SPECTRUM commands to the 2X81, EPROM V a 
‘machine code monitor, EPROM V а ZBO disassemble 
EPROMS for 2X SPECTRUMS 

The ВК SPECTRUM EPROM board is available complete with one pro- 
grammedtooikit EPROMat 20.95, andcanacceptafuriner three 2K27 16 4K 2732 EPROMS or 6116 ВАМ З - More software soon 
EPROM PROGRAMMER FOR 2Х81 or SPECTRUM Programs INTEL 2716, 32.32A 64 and 128. ZIF socket £54.75, AUTOSTART, 
runs a programme stored in EPROM on power-up 6995. 
DATA AQUISITION AND CONTROL 
A wide range of hardware for control and monitoring purposes. 3 buttered 

precision analogue output card E2695. 8 analogue Input card in various 
degree ol accuracy, rom €23 95. 24 line IN/OUT Cards with various options. 
Tromt14 0. 12 input OPTO ISOLATOR £23.95, 48 ine MULTIPLEXER СӨ 95. 
COUNTER/TIMER £1395. REAL TIME CLOCK £21.95. 3 slot MOTHER 
BOARDS: ZX81 £1595, SPECTRUM £1695 
Also Available 

way Edge Cards 75p Angie Cards £125. 23 or 28 way Gold Edge 
Connec 

EPROM SERVICES 
3 Wedgewood Drive. Leeds LS8 1EF (0532) 667183 

MULTITRON 
ZX SPECTRUM SPECIALISTS 
HIGH QUALITY —LOWEST PRICES 

pna 
ZX SPECTRUM USER PORT _ 9а аю, 
24 |0 LINES 
м DRIVE COMPATIBLE 

Жол 

— Bus Fon 

BUILT AND TESTED £11.75 

Ideal for automation, control, robotics ete ete. 
1/0 PORT SUPPORT MODULE 1 

В Channel A/D Controller Features: 
1) 8 analogue input channels 4) Plugs onto the Multitton 1/0 port 
2) Fast conversion time 51 Manual supplied 
Зі Choice of 

# Transducers, Control IC's, books etc. SAE for Б 
1S8. €12.60 

2.08 wer ба fme ы, oso | PLEASE ADD VAT 
228 way Spectrum spade 10/5 | AND GOp РР Sie wee see er 20 Hs We pack fr wen bari TO TOTAL ORDER 

15.8. £15.75 11.88. £16.95 
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VELLEMAN 
INTERFACE SYSTEM FOR SINCLAIR 

ZX 81 AND ZX SPECTRUM 

lem / 
11 

Turn your computer into a practical and useful instrument 

Velleman introduce their interface system consisting ol a 
Specific motherboard for each type of computer, and interface card 
that con be plugged onto the motherboards, 

The systems for the 2Х81 and Spectrum are now available, each 
vorboard provides for four interface cards and is supplied 
а 23 pole edge lor making it possible to connect the ZX 

5 Motherboard for 2 £25.69 

£25.69 
Interface cards now available: 

2609—DC output board with В open collector outputs (25 V/50 
mA) £19.01 

К2610- A/D converter, В bit precision £28.26 
K2611 8 optocoupler input 120.55 
K2614 — Centronics parallel printer interface £30.83 
K2618—D/A converter, 8 bit precision. £24.66 

OTHER NEW KITS IN THE VELLEMAN RANGE 
2601 — Stroboscope £10.79 
K2602 - 4 channel running light with modulator £20.55 
K2604 - Kojak Siren E 6.94 
K2606 — LED Audio power meter £12.48 
(ali prices inclusive of VAT) 

SEND FOR NEW FULL COLOUR SHEET DETAILING 
COMPLETE RANGE available free from: 

VELLEMAN UK... 
P.O. Box 30, St. Leonards-on-Sea, 
East Sussex TN37 7NL, England. 
Telephone: (0424) 753246 

Velleman kits are also available from the following: 
AVON: L.F. Hanney 77 Lower Road, Bath. 
BERKS: Lovering Bros, 76 King's Road, Reading 
BLACKPOOL: Eteson Electronics, 158 Lower Green, Poulton-Le 

Fylde. 
DEVON: S & R Brewster, Union Street, Plymouth. 
ESSEX: R. Jones Electronics, 267 Rectory Road, Grays 
GLASGOW: Marshalls Electronics, 86 West Regent Street. 
HERTS: Hommings Electronics 15 Brand Street, Hitchin, 
IRELAND: Baxol Tele Exports, Co. Wicklow. 
LIVERPOOL: Progressive Radio, 93 Dale Street 
LONDON: Bradley Marshall, 325 Edgware Road. 
MANCHESTER: Spectron Electronics, 7 Oldfield Road, Salford. 
NORTHANTS: М.М. Associates, 10 Crown Street, Kettering. 
SURREY: D.R. & J.G. Taylor, 24 Beckenshaw Gardens, Woodman 
WILTS: Camlab Electronics, 27 Faringdon Road, Swindon. 

Retail enqui 
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HROUGH THE YEARS 1 
seem to have amassed a con- 
siderable quantity of paper 

work containing information on a 
wide variety of topics, most of which 
1 would not want to dispose of, but to 
which I seldom refer. While 1 was 
anxious to keep the information, 1 

as equally keen to reduce the vol- 
ume of paper. The obvious solution 
Was to store it on cassette tape. 

In looking for а suitable file pro- 
gram | soon realised that most of 
those available, or published, had one 

of two failings of a pre-determined 
fixed length and/or a large number of 
relatively short records. In both re- 
spects that was the precise opposite of 
what was called for; I needed to store 
fairly long individual records and 
have total flexibility of record length. 
The answer, of course, was to write 
the program to suit my requirements. 
Flexi-File is the result. 
TEXT FILES 

Initially 1 used it to create files of 
historical and geographical infor- 
mation but given its inherent flexibil- 
ity I have since used it for а variety of 
other types of information, including 
temporary text files such as the first 
draft of an article. There is no гезігіс- 
tion as to its use. If you have any 
information in the form of a subject 
heading — record name — and tex- 
tual details record entry, Flexi-File is 
for you. 

In addition to reducing the sheer 
bulk of your filing system, Flexi-File 
offers basic text-handling functions. 
Let me make it clear now that the 
program is not a word processor; to 
achieve that on the Spectrum requires 
a machine code program. While 1 
admire several features exceptional to 
Sinclair Basic, not least the string- 
handling utilised to the full in this 

program, its speed is not impressive 
compared, for instance, to BBC 

Basic. Ironically though the Spectrum 
offers much more user-available 
RAM than its competitors and it is 
that feature that makes it so useful 
for file-handling, permitting a file 
approaching 30K in length, 
OVER-WRITE 

Flexi-File offers a record displayed 
in а formatted style, to avoid splitting 
words at line ends, and with the op- 
ion for а printout from a ZX printer 

if available; an editing faci 
enables text to be inserted, deleted, or 
moved, and individual characters to 
be over-written. 

1 have found the program es- 
pecially useful when writing notes or 
original text. Instead of the confusion 
of erasing and alterations one associ- 
ates with a ‘paper file’ it has been 
simple to change the text as needed 
and then print-out a clean сору via 
the printer. It is obviously an ideal 
program for anyone making notes for 
educational purposes, be it a school 
project, university dissertation, or 
preparation for a lecture; the first 
draft of the various sections can be 
typed into the file and edited as re- 
quired. 

Clearly the ZX printer is no use to. 
produce the final copy but at least the 
Screen display offers a clean, tidy and 
readable draft from which the final 
version can be typed 一 no struggling 
with deciphering your own hastily- 
scribbled handwriting. Or are we, 
perhaps, already approaching the day 
when written work will be accepted 
оп computer cassette? 

The only function usually associ- 
ated with file programs and not avail- 
able here is а SORT routine but, 
given that Flexi-File is designed to 
hold a relatively small number of 

Flexible response to 
growing piles of paper 
Filing large amounts of information can be difficult with many of the available programs. John Davison decided to write his own to allow him to adjust the system to suit his requirements 

records, that is not а signif 
advantage. If we assume an average 
record length of 200 words — 1,200 
bytes — the file will hold 25 records 
and it will take the search routine 
about one second to locate the start 
of the last record in the file, which 
should be acceptable. 

So let us look at the program in 
action, which should enable you to 
see what personal applications you 
have for Flexi-File. Having typed-in 
the program listing, carefully and 
correctly, enter the following as a 
direct command: 
Li e$-"FLEXI-FILE": LET 
Те = 30000 : SAVE e$ LINE 80: VER- 
IFY e$ <enter> 
Once the program — about 5.7K — 

is SAVEd and VERIFYed, enter GO 
TO 80 and the menu will appear; the 
program is operated primarily from 
the menu. The BORDER and 
PAPER are set to blue and the INK 
to white, chosen because they seem to 
be the most pleasing to read. They 
can be changed easily by altering the 
appropriate numbers in line 80 but 
bear in mind that there are other 
colour commands in the program 
which assume white INK, so beware 
of producing invisible prompts. 

FACILITIES 
The facilities offered are to LOAD 

a file from cassette, SAVE the current 
file to cassette, list the record names 
in the current file, change one of 
those record names, start a new re- 
cord, or review an existing record. 
The bottom line of the display invites 
you to type-in a number, 1 to 6, or ‘п’ 
to create a new file. So type ‘n’ and 
the screen will clear and print a warn- 
ing message, appropriately in red. 

That is just a safeguard in case you 
inadvertently press ‘п’ while an exist- 
ing file is in the computer. Туре ‘с’ 
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ых oe, 

The Listing. 
10 PAUSE Ө 

n Tu 10 
11 LET 18-ІМКЕҮ%: BEEP 002,0 

RETURN 
46 CLS - GU чин ыва, PRINT РЯ 

PER 2jRT O,CUDE бат" ^ "ipage 
ITAB 2730000-Ға» LET crLEN аз 
IF cy672 THEN LET cn672 

41 PRINT ай TU c» 
42 LET lıne=10' LET cotmië 
АЗ PRINT RT line;col; INVERSE 

1) (NER 1j" = 
44 GU SUB 10° PRINT AT lime,co 

lj INVERSE 1) OVER 1)" = 
45 IF 185"4" ANG 186"9" 

LET ле" tines: "з-с 
LET соо 18" осв 
46 LET Linewline-¢21 AND line? 

2159621 AND linec1)^ LET col*col 
632 AND col»si»ec3a AND col«0) 

47 IF (lime-17f32*col*l»LEN ав 
THEN LET Lines INT (LEN 38/325* 

1! LET coleLEN a3-C Line=1 F32 
48 LET Poan™( line-1 2#32+со1+1 
49 IF CUDE 19=226 THEN RETURN 

ir IKKE THEN 

30 IF is-"d" THEN INPUT AT 1, 
@)"Hew many characters? "ich! ЦЕ 

ас TO Posn-1)*aSKPosnech Т 
û » GO TU 40 

51 IF 18="s" THEN LET starte 
oan’ GO TO 42 

S2 IF i$-"f" THEN LET finish 
рот! LET xs=a% start ТО finish? 

LET amam ТО start=12+3% fini 
anti TU У GO TO 40 

5з ІР v THEN Gu Tu 57 
54 IF THEN PRINT AT li 

me,col;" "сна В)" ВЕЕР .1,20* 
GO SUB 18: PRINT 18: LET заров 
із GU TU 42 

$5 IF 19>"1" THEI 
56 INPUT RT о,ө)" 

to ^) LINE ме 
57 LET э®=э% TU розасі квнає 

— TU ^. шу ТО 46 
HO BORDER 1: PAPER 1: INK 7) G 

U SUE 450: PRINT ew;RT @, 16/3000 
— bytes free" ^" — LUAD a 
File"''"2 = SAVE the File"! “i 
= List Record Names"''"4 - Chan 

ge з Record Namg"'''"* 一 start n 
ew Record"'^"6 ~ Review з Record 

шо TU 43 
nter печ tex 

ЗАТ 21,бі"Тире number - N = (ре 
n New File " 

81 GU SUB 10: IF 18e"n" OR 18 
н" THEN GO Tu 90 
S2 IF 18<"@" OR 18>"6" THEN G 

отв 
83 00 TO 1000*VRL 18 
98 60 GUB 456, PRINT PAPER 7; 

INK IAT 10.4) "АНУ EXISTING INF 
ORMATION AT 12,7) "WILL BE LUST 
WHEN" AT 14,5) "A NEW FILE 13 CRE 
ATED" AT 21,6)" e"Contimue ' Oth 
er kevseReturn ": GO SUB 10, IF 
жоо"с" OR 18="С" THEN GO TO но 
91 Си SUB 709’ DIM (a 300005 

LET feza! PRINT INVERSE DAT 10 
,6"K FILE IS NOM ОРЕМ Ж"! PAUSE 
30. ВЕЕР .5,20' LO TO ва 
100 LET rleneCUbE F&C-2)*2564C 

UDE F&Cn-1)' RETURN 
150 LET f&Kn-22-CHRS СІНТ (rien 

4856») LET f n-12-CHRS crlen-C 
ODE Ғасп-22%256): RETURN 

200 INPUT RT 0.0 "Enter Record 
— ">" LINE p® IF ШЕН перо 

4 THEN CLS - LO TU 280 
205 PRINT RT 12,0;"]» this the 

correct nane?" PAPER dina 
218 GO SUB 10. IF iO» v" AND а 

sony" THEN GO ТО 200 
215 LET n$-CHRS LEN nen. RETU 

RH 
256 LET аттоо: батона 

н 
300 LET зач" 
305 GU SUB 10 

HEN RETURN 
IF CODE 19712 THEN PRINT С 

HER ві" "ILHRS 027 LET amas 10 
LEN 38-15 
315 IF CODE 19231 AND CULE 1861 

28 THEN PRINT 18) LET aa 
320 1F LEN затёг2 THEN BEEP .1 

210: BEEP „1,20 ВЕЕР .1,30: BEE 
P 1,10: RETURN 
325 шо ТО 305 
390 LET rlenerlentdift, GU SUB 

158. LET Газбезаїбб) RETURN 
400 INPUT AT 0,0) "Enter Record 

Nane" LINE 28: LET neS 
405 IF n»fe THEN GU То 420 
410 IF femel TU ntCUDE fnd 
ж THEN RETURN 
415 CO SUB 100: LET mentrlen G 

о Tu 405 
420 CLS PRINT AT 6,0) "There 1 

an't a Record Нате", "spelt like 
БЕЙ БЕРЕ РОЗА ЕРА 
NVERSE Q' PRINT jRT 12,0)"Mould 
чем like a list of the Record 

«біти = YES ! oth 
v kews = MO". GU SUB 10. IF зем 
w^ OR 19»"Y" THEN GU Ти 3000 
425 GU Tu ва 

RETUR 
BEEP .5,20 
YF COLE 19-226 T 

458 BRIGHT G^ CLS ^ BRIGHT 1: R 
ETURN 
зав IF diff>0 THEN ÛÛ TO 530 
519 LET biestart 
515 LET b2=b1+1060 

EM LET b2-fe 
520 GU SUB 556. LET вільні IF 
bite THEN RETURN 
$25 (0 TO 515 
530 LET bz=fe 
535 LET bi-b2-1800: IF bi¢start 
THEN LET biestart 
549 GU SUB 350" LET b2-bl-1: IF 
h2éstart THEN RETURN 
$45 GU TO 535 
550 LET t$-f$(b ТО b2)! LET fS 
«өтт ТО Б2едіеб >-ез. RETURN 

IF bate TH 

606 CLS " PRINT PAPER 2:08 nel 
TU mCUDE ($n); LET lime-i 

RETURN 
780 CLS > INPUT “Name of FILET 

7; LINE e$: IF LEN e810 THEN G 
о то 700 
718 RETURN 

1098 GU SUB 790: PRINT RT 10,12 
INT (LEN eS/2»;"LURDin9 "зав; IN 
VERSE LIAT 15,95 "START THE TAPE" 

LUAD e$ DATA бс)» LET fe=256¥ 
СОСЕ FECL CLUDE £82): GO TO 86 
2008 CLS © LET C$ 15«CHRS INT Сб 
27256). LET fS 2)-CHRE Сбе-СО0Е 
f81 582562: PRINT INVERSE 1/87 
6,6;"SRVEine “ies! SAVE ез LATA 
Жас)! ВЕЕР .5,26 
2018 GO SUB 450: PRINT AT 6,8)" 

REWIND TAPE "JAT 9,4;"Press з 
тч key to VERIFY"! PAUSE @ GO 5 
UB 450! PRINT AT 10,12 "Оп Error 

т!" enter GU TU 2000"' VERIFY 
e$ DATA (8С 2' BEEP .1,10' ВЕЕР. 
15,20! ВЕЕР „19,30. GU TO 88 
3800 LET пез! LET arû 
3010 СО SUB 4Sü' PRINT PAPER 2; 
#5" ! Record Names. 2 
(1 TO SZ-LEN еб»! LET line"? 
3020 LET ятансато чаті)! PRINT 
PAPER ajRT line,Q;fS п+1 ТО п 

UDE ($(n2»' GU SUB 108: LET nene 
3030 IF myfe THEN GO SUB 3100. 
со To BG 
3048 LET lime*lineti! IF Lan 

3160 INPUT AT 1,0)"Print-out wan 
ted? "; LINE іш! IF 18e"y" OR 18. 
ЖҮ? THEN COPY 
3110 RETURN 
4000 00 SUB 450' СО «UB 400: PRI 
NT AT 2,6,"Current. name їз 2-"; 
PAPER O°" 28" GU SUB 200, GU SUD 
100: LET diffeCLÉM n8-1)-LEN 29! 
IF diffe THEN LET саст ТО тес 

OLE тәсіззете: LU ТО ВО 
4018 LET start-neLODE весні G 
о SUB 509: LET f&(n TO т+СШ& m$ 
салта: GU SUB 350: LU TO 80 
3006 CLS ' LU Sub 200" CLS | PRI 
NT PAPER 2;n&(2 ТО TI 27) 300 
бее, 60 SUB 9001 LET rleneieLU 
OF пса LEN аё LET nefesi’ QU 

B 156. LET frets TU ferien? 
LET femfe*rien: СО TO 80 

CLS r PRINT INVERSE 17RT 8 
REVIEW ROUTING": GU SUB 400 

шо SUB 100. PRINT AT 12 19-1NT 
LEN 7872) ">" i28) "<" 

65626 LET Paeerl GU SUB 250" INP 
UT AT 0,03" Edit ' Format ' пад 

Lelet. Return т) LINE 
(ж IF латча" UR 1€-"h" THEN GU 
то 8009 

6020 OR i$-"D" THEN G 
ото 
6030 17 зача" UR 1 
о то тебе. 
6040 IF i$-"6" UR 18="F" THEN G 
û то 6100 
6050 IF i&-"r" UR is-"R. 
о Tu ва 
6968 GO TU 6010 
6100 GU SUB 590’ PRINT PAPER 2) 
TAB Здураде)"," 
6118 LET bma*31: IF bontrlem-3 T 
НЕҢ LET bemerlen-: 
6120 IF f(b" " ANU вого 
"BNE гасюжт у" AND bOn-3enl 
en THEN LET b-b-1' GO TU 6129 
6130 PRINT AT lime,0;f9c3 ТО b) 
6140 LET amber IF a»nerlen-s TH 
EM GO SUB 6204: LO TO 6010 
6130 IF feta" " THEN LET ачаж 
1: GU TO 6150 
6166 LET lineelimesi: IF limec22 
THEN GO TO 6116 

6178 GU SUB 6200! LET Paoe-Page* 
1. GU ТО 6100 
6206 INPUT RT 1,0)"CUPY + LPRI 
NT > "a LINE 19: IF is-"c" OR 
16="C" THEN COPY 

THEN G 

THEN G 
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ш: 

6210 IF 1®="1* UR i*-"L" THEN L PRINT "»"ifSCmel TO mACUDE (cn) оне SCnCODE Євопоні ТО nerle то 
вази RETURN 
TüGà LET ьезжеті: IF bomerlen-s 
THEN LET benerlen-j 
7016 LET азза TU b): Go SUB 4 

LET GaP PRLEN as-kb-atl7， IF 
— THEN CO ТО 7049 

7038 LET start=b+1' GO SUB 500 
2040 LET (аса TU ан ЕН з8-1)чаб 
GO SUB 356. LET awa*LEN ав IF 
sonerlen-s THEN GO SUB 250) GU 
то etie 
7058 LET Pagenpage+l，U0 ТИ 7998 
наво LLS ` GU SUB «бө» PRINT РА 
РЕР s. THB 27.36000-Fe: GU SUB ЗО 
Ө, LET atart^nerlen-z- LET diffe 
LEN аж, GO SUB 500) LET f% start 
TO starteLEN a8-12-a9: GO SUB з 

58. GÛ SUB 250. GO TU 6010 
9006 GO SUB 450: PRINT RT 10,15- 
INT CLEN 8/2)22" 2" fS п ТО пес 
ОРЕ FS n0)" C ')RT 14,6; INVERSE 
1i"belete this Record 7”! GO SUD 
10 

9019 IF 19<>"ҹ" AND Y" THEN 
Go TO 6018 

9026 LET diff-rlen-rlen2: LET з 
tarten*rlen-2: GO SUE 500 LET f 
enferdaff， CO ТО Gà 

and you are asked to INPUT the 
filename (e$); as that is used in the 
LOADing and SAVEing routines it 
cannot exceed 10 characters in length 
and the program refuses to accept an 
invalid file name — lines 700-710. 

The file array (I$) is then DIMen- 
sioned 30,000 characters long and the 
file-end marker (fe) set at 2. That last 
variable is used to point to the end of 
that part of the file already used, or in 
other words fe+1 is the first free 
byte. It is set initially at 2 because the 
first (wo bytes of a file hold the value 
of fe. 
fe = CODE 1501) #256 + CODE 152). 

Once again the screen is cleared 
and the menu printed. This time type 
*5' to enter the first record. In com- 
mon with most of the routines in the 
program, this single-line routine — 
line 5000 — makes extensive use of 
sub-routines. The first of those — 
line 200 — INPUTS the record name, 
which cannot exceed 24 characters in 
length, for reasons connected with 
the display routines. Before the 
name, (n$), is accepted it is printed so 
that à check сап be made of its spell- 
ing. 

ELLIN! 

Most of the choices make use of the 
sub-routine at line 10, which obviates 
the need to use the ENTER key; a 

repeat facility is available in this sub- 
routine, on all keys, by holding down 
the key, but note that with a SHIFT- 
ed character the SHIFT key has to Бе 
kept held down also. Where a YES/ 
NO response is expected, *y' - YES 
and all other keys = NO. 

So, if the record name is spelt 
correctly, type СУ" and the record 
name is accepted, with a control char- 
acter added at the start of string — 

215 — the CODE of this charac- 
ter represents the length of the name and its relevance will be apparent 
later. 

The record name is then printed at 
the top of the screen on a strip of red PAPER, along with the number of 
free bytes in the file. As the record 
name has not yet been placed in the 
file, its length is not included in fi and so the number displayed at this 
stage should be 29998. The sub-rou- 
tine at line 300 is then called and you 
can type the entry on to the screen, the entry being held in а temporary 
string (a$). It is displayed on the 
screen exactly as it will be held in the 
file and individual characters may be deleted by using the DELETE key in 
the usual way. 
TYPE THE ENTRY 

A screenful of text is the most that 
may be entered by this routine and 
when the length of а$ reaches 672 — 
line 320 一 the program ВЕЕР to 
inform you of the fact and returns to 
the main routine in line 5000. To 
return before a$ reaches that length 
type SYMBOL SHIFT/A (STOP) — 
line 305. Before the record is entered 
into the file its overall length is calcu- 
lated (rlen), that being stored in the. 
first two free bytes — line 150 一 
Tollowed by the record name (n$) and 
the entry (a$). Thus a complete re- 
cord comprises the following ele- 
ments: 
(CODE byte 1)&256 (CODE byte 
2) — total record length 
(CODE byte 3)-length of record 
name 
(bytes 4 to x) record name 
(bytes x + 1 to y) = record entry 

Finally this routine adds the record 
length to fe and returns to the menu. 

To test the program it will be worth 
repeating the procedure a few times, 
so that all functions can be examined, 
END MARKER 

Having done that and having re- 
turned to the menu display, type ‘3° 
to list the record names. That routine 
prints a heading, on red PAPER, of 
the filename, which is presumed to be 
at least five characters long; if you 
anticipate shorter file names add ex- 
Ша space between the quotation 
marks in line 3010 and then print-out 
the record names alternately on blue 
and black PAPER. 

If there are more than 20 records 
the listing is displayed as two pages 
with an option to send each page to 
the printer. This routine involves the 
search sub-routine, 

Initially the variable n is set at 5 一 
line 3000 — which is the subscript of 
I$ holding the length of the first 
name. After that name has been 
printed, n is incremented by the 
length of the first record — lines 100 
and 3030 — so that it equals the 
subscript holding the second name's 
length, and so on until it exceeds the 
file-end marker. Thus the time taken 
10 locate any record depends on its 
position in the file; the time taken to 
find the ‘last’ record is a product of 
the number of records, irrespective of 
their individual or combined lengths. 
ROUTINE 

The routine at line 4000 — type *4* 
from the menu — may at first glance 
appear superfluous after all; the re- 
cord name entry sub-routine gives 
you a chance to check that the name 
is correct. That routine is designed to 
permit а complete change of the 
name. 1 first included й as a result of 
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Е 
storing biographical information 
about fictional characters; the record 
name was, of course, the name of the 
character and in a few instances 1 
wanted to change the name. Depend- 
ing on your personal applications, 
this routine may or may not be used 
much. 

Given that the new record name 
will not necessarily be the same length 
as the old one, it becomes necessary 
to move blocks of the file up or down 
within f$ to create extra space or close 
vacated space. The sub-routine at line 
500 performs that function and is 
entered with the variable diff equal to 
the difference in length of the two 
names, and start pointing to the first 
subscript after the old name. The file 
is moved in blocks of 1001 bytes and 
the new name inserted. The record 
length control characters and fe are 
adjusted accordingly — sub-routine 
350 — and the menu re-displayed. 

The principal routine of the pro- 
gram is that entered by typing "6" 
from the menu, starting at line 6000, 
the Review Routine. You are asked to 
INPUT the name of the record to be 
reviewed and when that has been lo- 
cated in the file, five options are 
displayed in the lower part of the 
screen — Edit, Format, Add, Delete 
and Return. 

The choice is made by INPUTing, 
in either lower- or upper-case, the 
initial letter — which appears in IN- 
VERSE VIDEO, line 6010; at the risk 
of stating the obvious, when typing-in 
the program those letters are preced- 
ed by CAPS SHIFT/4 and followed 
by CAPS SHIFT/3. As you would 
expect "т" is used to quit the routine 
and returns you to the menu. 

‘E’ takes you into the editing facili- 
ty — lines 7000-7050 — and begins by 

Summary of main variables 
the filename (< 11 characters long) 
the file itself (up to 30000 characters) 
the file-end marker (stored аз fS(1 to 2)) 
record name (<25 characters long) 
text being entered or edited 
character returned from INKEYS sub- 
routine (line 10) 

1$: a temporary string holding up to 1001 
characters, used during the “fileshift 
sub-routine, 

assigning appropriate values to a and 
b to create а temporary string, aS, 
comprising a maximum of 672 char- 
acters from the chosen record. 

The display has the record name, 
‘page’ number and number of free 
bytes as a heading, on red PAPER, 
followed by the text held in a$; the 
editing cursor is printed at the centre 
of the screen. The cursor effectively 
inverts the INK and PAPER colours 
in its current position and hence 
shows up clearly amid a screen of 
text. 

The editing procedures are con- 
tained in a sub-routine starting at line. 
40, which was inspired by a useful 
routine published in Sinclair Projects, 
January, 1983. Strictly speaking, as 
the sub-routine is called only from 
line 7010 it should have been incorpo- 
rated into the main routine but 1 
included it in several programs and 
have become accustomed to it being 
*GOSUB 40", so did not bother to re- 
number it for this particular use. The 
main point is that it does not detract 
from usefulness of the program. 
FORGOTTEN 
While in the sub-routine — lines 40 

to 57 — in the main file is forgotten; 
all operations work on a$. The func- 
tions available are deleted, insert, 
move, and replace. The cursor is 
moved by using the cursor control 
keys — 5 to 8 — but UNshifted. Line 
46 treats each line and column of the 
display as if it were a loop; so, for 
instance, moving the cursor down 
from the bottom line causes it to re- 
appear on the topmost line of the 
same column, and vice versa. 

That means that it is sometimes 
quicker to reach a particular charac- 
ter by apparently moving in the oppo- 
site direction. That is possibly as clear 
as mud, in which case 1 suggest that 
you play with the cursor and you will 
soon see the point I am making. 

Having positioned the cursor, typ- 
ing ‘d” — delete, line 50 — produces a 
prompt in the lower screen asking you 
to INPUT the number of characters 
10 be deleted, the first one being at 
the cursor position. Almost instanta- 
neously, the screen is re-displayed 
with the selected characters removed 

from aS. 
To move a block of text, begin by 

moving the cursor to the first charac- 
ter of the block and type ‘s’ — start, 
line 51. Then move the cursor to the 
last character of the block and type 
^f — finish, line 52. As with the 
delete function, a$ is re-printed with 
the block of text removed. That block 
is stored as x$ and can be moved to 
any ‘page’ of any record in the file, or 
indeed in any other file. 

There is one very important provi- 
во, that neither the block-move nor 
the insert functions should be used 
again until the block has been re- 
inserted, otherwise it will be lost. 
From another viewpoint that can Бе 
useful, as move can be utilised effec- 
tively to delete the block of text — 
quicker than counting the characters. 
To re-locate the block position the 
cursor and type "т" — line 53 一 the 
block will be inserted. immediately 
before the cursor-position and a$ re- 
printed. 

To replace an individual character, 
position the cursor at the character 
and type "г — line 54; a space is 
printed over the character and a 
BEEP invites you to type-in the new 
one, which is printed into the space 
and inserted at the appropriate posi- 
tion in a$. 

If the key pressed was ‘i’, a prompt 
appears in the lower screen asking 
you to type-in the new text insert 一 
line 56 — and when ENTER is 
pressed that will be inserted immedi- 
ately before the cursor position as 
with the block move. 
COMPARED 

When the editing of a particular 
‘page’ is complete type STOP (SYM- 
BOL SHIFT/A). The length of a$ is 
then compared to its original length 
line 7020 — and if it is different the 
sub-routine at line 500 is called to 
move the file up or down to accom- 
modate the new version. 

The record control characters and 
fe are increased or decreased accord- 
ingly. The variables a and b are then 
incremented and the next ‘page’ of 
the record displayed. 

If during that routine you should 
delete some text by mistake, do not 
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press STOP. So long as you are still 
within the sub-routine, only a$ is 
being affected; the file (f$) remains in 
its original form. Instead, press 
CAPS SHIFT/SPACE — BREAK — 
and then enter GO TO 7000 to start 
the editing function. 
PAGE NUMBER 

After the final ‘page’, the main 
review routine prompt appears in the 
lower screen. Having edited a record 
you will probably want to see it for- 
matted, so type ‘f'. The format func- 
tion — lines 6100 to 6220 — also 
prints a heading on red PAPER, 
comprising the record name and a 
page number. Note that any given 
record may produce more pages in 
that form than in the editing style, 
because on average a formatted 
screen will contain only 620 charac- 
ters from the file, as against a full 
editing display of 672. 

Also note that the PRINT state- 
ment in line 6100 assumes that no 
record will produce more than nine 
pages; if you think that may not be 
the case, change that statement to 
read 一 PRINT PAPER 2; TAB 
29+ (page < 10); 

The record is then displayed one 
line at a time, each line being checked 
to ensure that no words carry-over 
from one line to the next. Each time 
the screen is filled there is the option 
to make a hard-copy on the ZX print- 
er. Typing “с — COPY — does pre- 
cisely — that, — printing-out а 
reproduction of the screen; ‘I’ 一 

LPRINT — provides a complete 
printout of the record but that will be 
unformatted. When the whole record 
has been displayed the main prompt 
re-appears. 

This time, enter *a' and the single- 
line routine — 8000 — enables you to 
enter an addition to an existing re- 
cord. This screen display is the same 
аз when starting a new record and the 
new text is added to the end of the 
existing entry, for which reason the 
first character to be typed should 
almost certainly be а space, which 
will save you that portion of editing 
later. 

To enter the text, type STOP 
(SYMBOL SHIFT/A); this has been 

used on a number of occasions where 
you might have expected ENTER to 
have been used. | decided against 
using that key because of its proxim- 
ity to the space key, which increases 
the chance of catching it accidentally 
with potentially-irritating if not disas- 
trous consequences. 

Again, the sub-routine at line 500 is 
used to move the file down to make 
room for the extra text and the аррго- 
priate control characters and fe ad- 
justed. 

The last function to consider is 
selected by entering ‘а’ — Delete, line 
9000+. That function displays the 
record name and asks if you wish to 
delete the record, a safeguard in case 
"d' was entered in error. Assuming 
you do, the file is shifted up to over- 
Write the unwanted record and fe 
decreased by the record length. 

If the record was the last one in the 
file, it just decreases the value of fe 
and the record will be over-written 
when a new record is entered. The 
funcion returns you direct to the 
main menu — line 80 — as no more 
Operations are possible on a non- 
existent record. 

It is probably worth noting the two 
escape routes, to avoid a state of 
panic should you feel that you have 
entered something incorrectly and are. 
about to lose hours of careful typing 
of valuable information. 
BREAK 

Whenever the sub-routine at line 10. 
is being used, typing CAPS SHIFT/ 
SPACE, (BREAK), will produce re- 

port code L — BREAK in program. 
This can be especially useful during 
the editing routines. When a letter or 
name is being INPUT typing CAPS 
SHIFT/6 — cursor down — produces 
report code H — STOP in INPUT — 
from which you can enter an appro- 
priate GO TO statement or examine 
the file via direct commands. 

When a file has been reviewed fully 
you will obviously want to SAVE it 
on to tape cassette. Most file pro- 
grams use a separate array to store 
record names, which requires you to 
save the program with each file. That 
is the main advantage of Flexi-File. 
By incorporating record names, and 

the file-end marker, in the main file 
array it becomes possible to store files 
separate from the program, with a 
small saving in the time it takes to 
LOAD and SAVE any given file. 

Typing ‘2’ from the menu selects 
the single-line routine at line 2000 
which, having SAVEd the file array, 
BEEPs and prints an appropriate 
message to prompt you to re-wind the. 
tape to VER! the file. Immediately 
prior to SAVEing the file, the current 
value of fe is inserted into the first 
two bytes of f$. 

There is obviously no need to 
SAVE the program. To LOAD a file 
back into the computer, type "1" from. 
the menu display. The routine at line 
1000 begins by asking you to input 
the file name and refuses to accept 
one longer than 10 characters; no file 
can have been SAVEd with a name 
longer than that. Once the file is 
LOADed, the appropriate value of fe 
is calculated from the first two bytes 
of the file and the menu re-displayed. 

APPLICATION 

Having tried all the routines on 
your test data, you should have a 
good idea of the flexibility and appli- 
cation of the program. Although 
written for, and so far used only on 
tape cassette, there is no reason why 
Flexi-File should not be used with the 
Microdrive. 

Using the EDIT routine to move a 
block of text from one file to another 
is clearly a very slow process with 
cassette — possible but not very prac- 
tical. 

Given the speed of the Microdrive, 
however, it becomes a potentially 
very useful function, with up to three 
files on one cartridge. Of course, it 
will become possible to amend the 
program to take full advantage of the 
improved facilities offered by the Mi- 
сгойгіуе. 

1f, like myself to date, you have not 
received an order form for the Micro- 
drive and Interface, you can at least 
still make a start on creating useful 
files with the benefit of full text- 
editing and know that they can be 
transferred to the mass-storage sys- 
tem when they are available. 
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І nclair Project p 
| ECC Publications, 196-200 Balls Pond Road, Islington, London N1 4AQ 

| Please send me | 
1 £25 plus £2.95 p&p. 

Build your own Sinclair 
Special ZX-81 Kit Offer 
ONLY £25 (plus p&p) 

A special offer open to readers 
of Sinclair Projects has been 

negotiated which means you can buy 
the world-beating ZX-81 for just £25 

(plus post and packing). 

Stocks are limited, so be sure to place 
your order soon. Allow 28 days for 
delivery. Maximum four units per 

applicant. 

ailable by mail order only. No callers please. 
ly to United Kingdom only. Overseas 

ed but there will be an extra postal 
e can be obtained on application to 

! Please tick if you require a VAT receipt 

1 *I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to ECC Ltd for £ 
IP Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no. 
] "Please delete/complete as applicable 

! Signature 
1 Мате Mr/Mrs/Miss 
| Address = 

ZX-81 kit(s) at the special Sinclair Projects price of 
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JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

ctrum 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 

recognised as 
Programmed Joys offers all the features associated wi design 
You can use any Atari-compatible joystick controller with any software for your Sine lair Spectrum or ZX81; not just those with 
Movement. of the joystick is recognised by the computer exactly the same as pressing the appropriate control keys, and сай there fore’ give the moet inmediate setae s qs that movement. The hardware programmed design works with all possible Кетген methods, both BASIC and Machine Code, Eight directional movement, with or with- ош the fire button being pressed, can be achieved by only programming ihe Tene fight, u And fire keys required by the game. 
Programming is achieved by a two-digit code, which is looked. up on the ое Chart supplied, for each direction and fring button. ‘These’ two numbers are them asl ected on a pair of leads which are clipped onto appropriately numbered strips ош the interface, 
Once configured this can be marked onto а Quick "Reference Programming Сый for storing with the game. As the programming is not power dependent the interface can b immediately used when next switched an. The keyboard remains fully functional and сап be sed simultaneously with the joy E 
‘An integral rear expansion connector means there is по need to remove the interface to connect other peripherals: 
NB. A recent design improvement now means that the AGE imable interface Works with the new Quickshot Il raid Auto Fire" feature 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 

KEY FEATURES 
Programmable design gives TOTAL soft- ware support. 
Accepts. Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, шиме, Quick Shot, e SU ott Rear extension connector for all other add-ons 
Free demo program and instructions 

PACKAGE CONTENTS SUPPLIED. 
* Programmable Interface Module as illus- trated, complete with clip-on. program. ming leads. 
* Self adhesive programming chart detailing. how to define which key is simulated by Ur, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE. 

‘One pack of ten Quick Reference Pro- gramming Cards for at-a-glance setting to your games requirements. 

12 months guarantee and full written instructions. 

ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT.SU. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR. 
ary ITEM 

PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
JOYSTICK(S) | 
PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 1.00 

2х81 O ZX SPECTRUM Г1 Please tick | FINAL TOTAL DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION| 

ITEM PRICE 
2795 
17.95 



ABOUT OUR JOYSTICK INTERFACE. 
Following in the footsteps of our extremely. 
popular original interface, which has sold 

000 worldwide since October last 

face Module I1 has been specially designed to plug on to the 
of your ZX Spectrum or 2ХВІ and allow 
you to connect any standard Atari type digital” Joysticks, "All of Ше computers 
connections are duplicated on an extension 
connector so that you can still use any other devices intended for use with your computer. 
The Interface Module 1I resides in the same 

space as the keyboard, which re. 
mains fully functional at all times, therefore it will not interfere with anything else 
опи 
When a suitable joystick is 
‘Player 1” socket its 
sing the cursor keys, up 
‘on. The firing button will simulate key @ 

pe —— is lates in a para- yer 3 position, imulates ina keys TY 
nus popu as азу as reading keys. Eig ons 
and Fire are ай read by simple BASIC. 

KEY FEATURES 
* Proven cursor key simulation for 

‘maximum software support. 
* Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 
Starfighter, Le Stick, ete Joysticks 

* Second Joystick facility 
* Rear extension connector for all other 

add-ons 

AGF COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE — 
AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 
The following titles are available from us: 

іс Jailbreak/ 
Snake s 

gD Tanx ж "ironies 1495 
incentive 
Software Ltd £5.50 
"Software — 15.50 | 

: New Generation 
олу "£4.95 

1595 
1595 

lvesoft | £595. 
COMPATIBILITY CASSETTES £4.95 — 
These cassettes have short programs to 
load before the chosen game which will 
convert it to use the cursor keys and there- 
fore become compatible with the Interface 
Module I1. 
Cassette 1 converts | Cassette 2 converts 
Arcadia Centipede 
Schizoids Planetoids 
Hungry Horace Jet-Pac 
Horace Goes Skiing | Pssst 
Spectres D Combat Zone 
Penetrator invaders 

1 Will require 48K Memory. 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 
ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT.SU. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR 
orv ITEM ITEM PRICE 

INTERFACE MODULE II 1695 

JOYSTICK(S) - QUICKSHOT І 1195_ 
SOFTWARE: 
SOFTWARE | 

2х81 O 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ZXSPECTRUM L] Please tick 
EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 

FINAL TOTAL 



Parallel interface 
for the Spectrum 

Many people want to connect their machines to a better printer than that supplied by Sinclair. 
Richard Sargent explains the design of a one-chip interface which has extra facilities. 

would like to attach their ma- 
hines to a printer other than a 

Sinclair have a choice of commercial 
interfaces but they somewhat ex- 
pensive. If you are intending to make 
occasional use of a club printer, £40 
to £50 is a great deal to tie up in a 
printer interface. Alternatively, it you 
are about to buy a printer, £50 is a 
nasty hidden extra, somewhat worse 
than VAT. The answer, of course, is 
to do it yourself, at a cost of less than 

С “TRUM OWNERS who 

printer interface to 
is one which sends eight bits at 

a time, in parallel, direct to the print- 
er. There is a standard set for it called 

standard, where vol- 
ignals and pin numbers are all 

specified. Figure three shows the con- 
nections on the Amphenol-type plug 

isually is used to plug into the 
printer, Figure two shows the 
mum number of signals which must 
be exchanged between printer and 
computer. 

The chip chosen to communicate 
with the printer is the Z-80 parallel 
input/output port chip, known as the 
Z80APIO. You will need to obtain 
the version with the “А”, since that is 
the high-speed version. There are 
many clever things the chip can do 

and the technical manual published 
by Zilog is well worth having if you 
think you are likely to experiment 
using the chip. 

For our purposes, however, it is its 
ability to connect to the Spectrum bus 
with no decoding chips and its abili 
— on the A port lines — to have some 
bits configured as inputs and other 
bits configured as outputs, whi 
makes it such an attractive chip. 
ure three shows the connections 
the dashed section being optional. 

The prototype was squeezed оп to a 
piece of Veroboard 10cm. by 3.5ст. 
which did not leave much room for 
the wiring. The board should not be 
bigger than 10cm. by 6.5cm., or it 
will not fit into its neat cassette tape 
box. The cassette box not only looks 
neat but protects the circuitry and 

provides a convenient place for the 
operating instructions — on the in- 
side of the clear plastic. 

Figure four shows the general 
method of construction. The edge 
connector should stick out as much as 
possible, as that permits air to con- 
tinue to flow from the back of the 
Spectrum, helping to cool it. A wiring 
diagram is not relevant — you should 
list all the connections you need to 
make and cross each from the list 
when you have soldered it, double- 

checking as you go that you have 
wired to the correct pin. 

For the cable to the printer 1 used 
12-core flexible cable; that is easy to 
anchor inside the cassette box but 
ribbon cable would be equally suit- 
able. 
When Sinclair Basic does LPRINT 

and LLIST it first checks a location in 
RAM to find the address of a routine 
in ROM which it will use. That ad- 
dress is 15 bytes after a starting ad- 
dress given by the contents of 
CHANS. It will move around de- 
pending on how many Microdrives 
are fitted but CHANS is always at 
23631. Normally the two bytes of 
RAM contain 09F4H but they must 
be changed to FE80H for the Cen- 
tronics LPRINT and LLIST to work. 
NEW and USR 0 both set them 

back to 09ҒАН. That setting-up pro- 
cedure can be done from Basic, or 
automatically by PRINT USR 64512. 
COPY can be achieved only by RAN- 
DOMIZE USR 64986, and should not 
be attempted via the Spectrum COPY 
key. 

The code rides in high memory and 
is about 700(d) bytes long. Since it is 
assembled for a 48K Spectrum, 16K 
owners will have to subtract 8000H 
from all the absolute jumps and calls. 
So CALL PRINTER CDA3FD be- 

Figure 2: One-chip Centronics interface. Computer-printer exchange of signals 

Accept Busy (Printing) 
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comes CDA37D. Five other adjust- 
ments from FD to 7D are also 
required , at FD8C, FD36, FD3A, 
FD60, FD67. Those bytes reference 
tables. 

If space is at a premium only the 
last 305(d) bytes of code need be 
entered. That will give the COPY, 
LPRINT and LLIST but all Spectrum 
graphics will be printed as spaces and 
the width of print will be the maxi- 
mum the printer allows — usually 80 
characters. If you can enter only this 
minimum system, which starts at 

FDA3H, you must change all four 
CALL ` OUTBYTE(CDF3FC) to 
CALL PRINTIT (CDCCFD). All the 
bytes down memory of FDA3 give the 
printer routine a few more facilities, 

Many dot matrix printers will out- 
put block graphics, though they prob- 
ably will not have the same codes as 
the Spectrum graphics. If you patch- 
in the routine CHUNKY, the Spec- 
trum graphics codes 128-143 will be 
changed into the codes required to 
output the small shape of a graphic 
block on an Epson 80 printer. 

routine merely looks up the new code 
in the table NW so if you have a 
printer with different codes for the 
arious shapes of graphics, all you 

need is your own table of codes at 
NW. 

The difficulty with having user- 
defined graphics and block graphics 
printed as spaces is that you ought to 
draw them by hand later. Patch-in the 
routine NUMBER and they will be 
printed as their decimal code equiv- 
alent, bracketed neatly. 

1f you wish the print width to be 
less than the maximum specified by 
the printer in use, the byte 64753 must 
be POKED to nonzero and the 
width, in characters, POKED into 
64754. 

The hexadecimal dump is not a 
patch but an extra routine — two 
routines, in fact. Any area of memory 
will be sent to the printer from a 
specified starting address — POKE 
64664/5 with the start 一 to a speci- 
fied end address 一 POKE 6466/7 
with the finish. 

With 64754 set to width 48, RAN- 
DOMIZE USR 64668 prints a hexa- 
decimal dump. RANDOMIZE USR 
64672 prints the bytes as ASCII but 
no check is made for control charac- 
ters and it is recommended that you 

Figure 4: One-chip Cent onies interface (Spectrum). Mechanical construction. 
The Veroboard is held in place by two serews, one of which anchors the cable. The edge- 
connector is offset lo the right, so that the unit, once 
power supply socket of the Spectrum. Note that the copper side of the Veroboard faces the 
Spectrum keyboard. 

ted, does not interfere with the 
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do not operate this printout unless 
you are sure your are printing a valid 
ASCII file. 

The copy routine at FDDAH works 
by printing each pixel dot of the 
Spectrum screen as a single dot on the 
printer paper. A good deal of bit- 
manipulation is necessary to change 
the format of bits on the screen into 
the form required by the printer. The 
maximum size of printout obtainable 
from the Epson MX70/80/100 series 
printers is Ист. wide, бст. deep. 
The width, but not the depth, can be 
halved by changing the byte at 
FESOH from 4B to 4C. Doubling the 
5,5 х бст. image by a software 
routine would then give Ист. by 
12cm. — interesting but distorted. 
The new Epson RX80 printer has а 

graphics printout, CRTI, which 
prints normally as 7.Sem, wide by 
6cm. deep and is capable of being 
doubled by software to 16 x 12cm. 
To do that the routine DOUBLE at 
FC25H is patched into the main сору 

routine at location FE2EH. Further 
bit manipuation is carried-out to 
print four dots on the paper for every 
single pixel dot on the screen. 

The code may be entered using a 
hex-loader, and working through the 
code shown in figure one. If you have 
an assembler, you should enter the 
source code and customise the pro- 
gram 10 suit your requirements. 

Finally there is the matter of the six 
spare ports on the PIO chip. They 
exist, So why not use them? Five have 
been configured as inputs, so they 
could be North, South, East, West 
and Fire signals from а switch-type 
joystick. They would not, however, 
be compatible with any commercial 
software. 

There is another rather more in- 
triguing possibility — to use them to 
communicate with another computer. 
In many schools the Research Ma- 
chines 380-Z operates in close prox- 
imity to a Spectrum. Often the 380-Z 
can send only seven bits of parallel 

data to its printer and therefore can- 
not print-out graphics. Linking a 380- 
Z to a Spectrum could not only let the 
380-Z print out its graphics but could, 

with a small amount of software, 
allow the Spectrum to act as а printer 
buffer, printing 32K of 380-Z data 
while the 380-Z was engaged in more 
productive газі 

The intended link is one-way only, 
380-Z to Spectrum. The PIO chip is 
configured ready for the link and the 
hardware requirement is merely the 
wiring of a Cannon D-type plug, as 
shown in the wiring diagram. 

Two short machine code routines. 
are needed, one for each machine, 
and the source listings are given. 
Time has not allowed me to test the 
code for the 380-Z part of the link but. 
1 have a similar link running success- 
fully between a Nascom 2 and a Spec- 
trum. It may be an expensive way to 
link а Spectrum but for the cost of a 
piece of cable and a D plug, it is 
certainly an interesting experiment. 

Figure 3: One-chip Centronics interface (Spectrum) circuit diagram with pin nos. The layout of the Spectrum edge connector is given on page 160 of the Spectrum manual. 

тез 
2528 Way "specum Edge Connector 

oo 
з о а оз 

03 

Contronics interface 
36 pin Amphenol plui 
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SAMPLE PRINTOUTS 
А COPY of a screen listing. 

илгнггейл {DHE об 
А hex dump — line width now set to 48d. 

ЕЗ АҒ 11 FF FF Сз CB 11 2A SD SC 22 SF 5C 18 45 

СЗ F2 15 FF FF FF FF FF 2A SD SC 7E CD 7D 00 DO 

CD 74 00 18 F7 FF FF FF C3 SB 33 FF FF FF FF FF 

C5 2А 61 SC ES C3 9E 16 FS ES 2А 78 5С 23 22 78 

Graphics printed as their code numbers. 

[1291E1201E1211L1321E1331L1341L 1251 1281L1421L14 

11С01402С1591С1582Г1572Г1562081451:1442Г1452Г1462Г 

1472:1481Г1492Г1502Г15112Г1522Г1531(1542Г1552Г156 

201572Г1582Г1591С1601С1612Г1621С1651С1641 

AS COPY of a screen list, in ХВО CRT graphics, doubled. 

180:LPRINT """,P," LI" BAEC 
DEFGHIJKLMNOPGRSTU" 
100 LIST 18 

1000 RANDOMIZE USR 64966 
res 

SEUL FUNCTION PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 
— SARGENT July 1907 

panas Lo acim 

око sasiz CALL PRINTER. 
Lono езі? I 

cues CD. aoon 
pon CALL PRINTER 
OFFER їр д,02н 102004 bytes sent 

CALL PRINTER 
INIT LD HL, CCMANS) Find) vector Рсооневази2 жт 

tb бєз ** ath 
Le ie ad nmr 190,0 026 (Puffer Length? 
Кү! i су аға 
їр DC cwn INT 
[xc 
ГЕ CALL PI dIeitialiee РІО chip Emi CRLF land clear printer s 
нєт sto BASIC, vector addr in BC 

ROUTINE LD A, 10H cieareassa 
үст coccro CALL PRINTET 
Fett seas, тұлым 
кет CoctrD Сл "ранит 
FC20 SEOD - с ROUTINE LD A,ODW сонная to ao ay 
кезі CSFFFC SP SEND sana then back into BASIC CA PRINTER forint result 
22 CAL PRINTER фсе The He үзер along Duffer 

im — Dz Bira Repeat for whole bul fer 
шше? ет The PAGE жет 

TRUE Lopo 02256 (butter length) 
LD муят үнө ip ELMO Begin to transter — of buffer 

PUSH ne 
POP ar 
RD 

кєз» co FET теба ob тесе 
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下 

ксвв 2oFs 
coasro 
само FE oe 
toca 

= 
Serie ” 
Cheer 

етно 

Sarro 
zaren 

Б 
Sarro 
Feon 

Program continues 

CALL PRINTER EALL PRINTER 
юн 
Bunz tre iepeat for shale but Yer 

ADDITIONAL ROUTINES п мех A ASC 

i(POSIT) MUST ВЕ LOADED MITH START ADDRESS (FINISH) LIKEMISE ITN END ADDRESS juse pasic TO po miS 
start мо 10е load from BASIC FCG Finis шю iür toad trom BASIE Розанселева 
"x rnm зғстсневлвва Jn eres 
авс iD eo FCAOM LAB 72 BYTES D ML, STAR 

tb втту LA 
Lo (READ „А ЕЙ 

ием MOC or aser ib A UR) 
Inc u 
LP FOS, IR т ase 
Process tor мек 
‘ken 

iprecews tor өсі Galt” SEND. 
E 

ALLDOME Lo aoon 
CALL BEND 
нет, TO pasic 

rom омо оғы 
EP ow 
de cro 
DD а,7 т” ADD A, som 
Сл BEND же 

— CODE — used by hak laci diapa inay also be used by TIrst В print 

LATCH DDO jit O then uidthatotal width of Sprinter used | FCF УЗ WIDTH DU 70 :буг70й for AA paper FCF 18d For a he dung. ourewE арса, ағаға 475 LD AL ILATEH 

3F E PRINTITs Uus CALL OUTPYTE acts 
fae CALL PRINTET 

UP SEND stius CALL OUTRYTE acte CALL SEND 

semo мин ЭТ 
st Lb я; woro 

[p 
UD (имел a 
Sh Ne s2 [ncm 
Үр (eren a tb at CP обн 

E 

FEo 

Sere 
Cocco 
e 

2400 
Tizuro. 
Dozier sear — 
[275 свої 
[23 Faro 
із — bose 

тело 

FEDDE то OUTPUT CHARACTER CODE мөтін. TIN THE гойт Сіях) INSTEAD OF 

но 
Lo La (0 тұман 
(о тубт tb ar 
tb Ciao) 
ко ун) 
‘ADD 4,1 See инс ser te ADD нус 

згоне? 

нс с 
JR t ra 
Supt code number яв (Ix) КҮН 
CALL ourwvre 
ра, 
CALL ‘curwyre LD а, (катт CALL тте 
D 
CALL ‘Ouray 

sm Di sonam, oem, 

шо 

SPRINT Chay GRAPHICS. ROUT IM 
— НХ 60 

A not 
se Toad Acc and JP EXIT im range 120-143 inc then JP CS 

Guney а ера ccs 
tp taser се 
Foutput block. todo ше 
LD HCN 128 saddrews ot nemcode 

apice 

ов ORON, OAZ, OA 1H, GASH, CAU, OAAH, ATH ORB 
ов onan, onen, ORIN, OA 7H, ORCH, OREN, OADH олен. Ln 
OU тва а 

iemallest system ° (борум Pret урал, 
PRINTER ROUTINE foureurs з B BITS DATA + 1 BIT STROBE FINUS : 1 BIT READY SIGNAL 

raco eou sew 
жасата EOU ігі жабыла Eou зн 
PRINTER PUSH ағ Fonahnbaqal Lr 

[v timitialise РІО chip 

26 
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p pov тола п тт 
толе For ar 
толе [rm Fom Ub аудан Fone bor 

fone "в rom ттк а ом а. 

Mer T NEW n 
roc? A p 
rock fen bet рам 
fot co Foni Foni үш? rs ЕТ 
Fo contro EALE PRINTER 

Tor р 

en 
[m (hardwired, else code DOA? 
тин nr Lo n, ot 

ROUTINE no 3 

ше 

тиз яю nes 
Tus 
nr o 
mi 

Ta тю 
D Fora 
СА Fore Too. 
ner Fico сі о? o7 

Tto? 47 то, 

А Ton es 
ftot 100 FEOE soa eto at p ШЕ Fei? Cosy Fm 
FEIS 2ore кеі? сыт И Fein 30 Fein oes тер 7А Freie er FEIE FEIE 07700 
22 0023, TEM поба 

КЕ К 
FER ос 

Ес Sane 

носи ия CY 
ЕЯ 

tor use in Fon 

roma 

DOMI Конн? 
op вс 

Step down a Roe. 

FEAE зно 

ғыш 106% 

— 
FECA coec Feco eso 

Ка 

esca 

зага mode K 
301008 bytes being sent 

to aurren ip mò Lb Aria) CIT wt кА Pun [m уок ве я 

CALL PRINTER 

мони runi м 23 
жм са — Vo mre be ka = im 01010 EE 

са өө hold JP CHUNKY «Ст ах үз» 3 to read DP таа CoH) 1 printer Tis Epson MIBO mith black: graphies. 
Ch їз graces - ET oF een Era 
Эи 0,0,0 FEVANS 72 e пере ss 

сь DP 2058. — totem EET [373 
07 Sos" — жем 

ns 

im pr 
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Figure 1 
HEX DUMP 
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64 

FE 

FE 

AF 

04 

SF 

FS 

cD 
ES 

07 

CB 

DD 

04 

FE 

аз 

оо 

cc 

7F 

30 

2С 

а5 

CD 
F1 

11 
ы 
FF 
54 
FD 
c9 

04 
CD 
23 
FD 
98 
B7 
3F 
CD 
E6 
4F 
FC 
АЕ 
АЕ 
bF 
сь 
Е7 
ЕС 
оо 
90 
^0 
FS 
D3 
3E 
3E 
ФЕ 
зо 
07 
39 
23 
78 
c9 
FD 
7E 
FD 
20 
07 
FE 
28 
F3 
c9 

FE 
FC 
ЕС 
ЗЕ 
06 
CB 
AS 
FS 
23 
FC 
ED 
cB 
FF 

3A 

3c 

32 
32 

11 

01 

ЗЕ 

23 
oa 

D2 

A2 

FS 

1F 

OF 

oA 

FE 

ОЕ 

ва 

1D 

10 

FE 

cs 

ЗЕ 

CD 

cq 

o4 

FF 
ов 
ЕС 
оо 

00 

c9 

cs 

cD 

оо 

25 

FD 

CB 

10 
22 

52 

ЗЕ 

ЕБ 

РЕ 

F1 

67 

- 

2F 

78 

ED 
SB 

за 

оо 

вс 
Al 

cD 

ЗЕ 
DS 
cD 

06 

67 

Fé 

20 

ЕЗ 

зо 

оо 

оо 

аз 

ЗЕ 

ЗЕ 

оо 
30 

47 

25 

оо 

19 

ЗЕ 

CD 

oF 

cD 

21 

FS 

23 

EB 

2D 

28 

св 
18 

DA 

FC 

за 

Ер 

Ер 

Ер 

42 

CD 

7C 

01 
ҒЕ 

аз 

вв 

06 

ТЕ 

аз 

оо 
78 

40 

ЕВ 

Сі 
зв 

оо 

CD 

FD 

1B 

63 

оо 

28 

CB 

18 

оо 

44 
1B 
за 
FE 
аз 
оо 
св 
10 
Fi 
с? 
FD 
25 
3F 
D4 
38 
B7 
2F 
7D 
7D 
DD 
F2 
F3 
FD 
оо 
16 
ав 
FD 
05 
ЗЕ 
Ер 
ОЕ 
Ев 
67 
св 
ос 
ағ 
оо 
аз 
25 
ср 
18 
ЗЕ 
FS 
7E 
FS 
оо 

4р 

CD 

FC 

Сі 

Ер 

SB 

12 

EO 

CB 

оо 

AF 

EB 

св 

CD 

02 

79 

FD 

FE 

CD 

21 

43 

FC 

CD 
оо 

оо 

ва 

DB 

1F 

06 

F1 

оо 

ОЕ 

cs 

12 

cD 

оо 
FD 
10 

аз 

46 

20 

ЗЕ 

CB 

оо 

11 
cc 
CD 

c9 

3E 
5E 
F1 
c9 
12 
оо 
52 
во 
ЗЕ 
FF 
сь 
са 
3c 
ор 
CC 
ФЕ 
FD 
3E 
ЕЗ 
00 
SF 
ag 
1F 
F1 
D3 
со 
DD 
07 
06 
24 
79 
75 
00 
ЗЕ 
F9 
FD 
оо 
18 
20 

BF 

оо 

во 

Ер 

7A 

ЗЕ 

оо 
CB 

CB 

06 

oD 

40 

2F 

ТЕ 

CD 

FC 

07 

CC 

32 

28 

FD 

FD 

09 

31 

FC 

оо 

21 
ав 

CB 

сө 

iF 

cD 

21 

07 

o8 

3D 

FE 

FE 

3E 

01 

ср 

ЗЕ 

оо 

54 

ср 

ЕВ 

CD 
оо 

РЕ 

ЗЕ 

ЕС 

їв 

ср 

25 

12 

оо 

20 

оо 

Ер 

25 

ЕЗ 

18 

Cé 

FD 
2F 

OF 

E1 

3E 

12 

CD 

c3 

оо 
15 

ва 

47 

ЗЕ 

с? 

75 

оо 

о? 

ЕЗ 
20 

40 
ЗЕ 

1в 

CD 

бЕ 

41 

oo 

FE 

F3 

10 

F3 

75 
45 
CD 
CD 
аз 
CB 
ор 
21 
FS 
06 
га 
22 
ЕС 
СЕ 
зо 
сз 
Ер 
18 
сә 
2F 
DD 
F3 
97 
00 
FD 
Ab 
20 
СЕ 
CD 
FE 
5B 
07 
16 
F3 
38 
oc 
CD 
аз 
FE 
CD 
FE 
FF 
FC 
F9 
FC 

23 
CD 
oF 
аз 
FD 
23 
20 
00 
7A 
01 
за 
2р 
F1 
3E 
CD 
FF 
BC 
ЕЗ 
оо 
DD 
23 
FC 
FE 
FE 
B7 
аз 
ға 
D3 
a3 
3E 
79 
BS 
00 
7А 
BF 
CD 
аз 
Ер 
сі 
аз 
во 
2в 
F1 
7E 
3E 
оо 

72 
CC 
FE 
FD 
SE 
св 
Е5 
5B 
CD 
18 
FC 
FD 
CD 
ор 
FF 
FC 
20 
7D 
оо 
4E 
DD 
за 

во 

19 

а7 

F1 

SF 

FD 

ов 

CB 

ФЕ 

ЗЕ 

ET 

CD 

аз 
FD 
21 
c9 

FD 
38 
ов 

21 

CB 

20 

оо 

CD 

FD 

CD 

ЗЕ 

о2 

23 

7A 

SE 
AS 

02 

ED 

28 

ЕЗ 

CD 

FC 

ES 

OE 

FE 

00 

23 
7B 

DA 
7E 
ас 
D3 
3E 
FE 
CD 
3F 
78 
oB 
DD 
44 
Ер 
ЗЕ 
оо 
ЗЕ 
c9 
ов 
ЕЕ 
95 
7F 
CD 
оо 

" 
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| Шш F 
- a 

HHH 

і | H 
Program 2а 

$3807 TO SPECTRUM ONE-WAY LINK, TO CONNECT 
^ 3МІТН THE PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 

;R SARGENT July 1983 

Я P А DATA EQU 1FH 

PRINTIT EGU ОРОВОН ;54895d (48K Spectrum) 
sor 7080Н 521289 (16K Spectrum) 

PIO EQU OFD&FH ;64879d 
sor 7D6FH 32111 қ 

| збедисі 32768 to achieve addresses 
; for the 16K Spectrum 
зроп'є forget to adjust the CALLs 

F3 13807 DI sInterrupt off 
CDaFFD CALL РІО збе РІО 
О: CALL S N RDY збепа "Not ready" 
O1FEF7 LD BC,63485 
ED78 WAIT GO IN а, (C) sStart when 
CB47 BIT 0,A зкеу "1" is 
20FA JR NZ WAIT GO pressed 
CD . МООР CALL G DATA збе 4 bits 
— CALL S М RDY 3Not ready 
4F LD C,A ; because 
CB39 SRL C ;the 
CB39 SRL C bits 
CBS? SRL С заге being 
CB39 SRL C shifted 
ЗЕВО LD а, вон 
3D DEL DEC А зрезау 
20FD JR NZ DEL 
— CALL G DATA Меке 4 bits 
E6FO AND OFOH smerged with 
B1 ок C first 4 
— CALL S N RDY 3Not ready 
CDBOFD CALL PRINTIT Print B bits 

№ 18DE JR MLOOP 390 round again 

зЕо? в рата LD 4,2;00000010 ;Send a 
D31F OUT (P A DATA),A s"ready" signal 
O1FEEF LD BC,61438 

DB1F STR IN А,(Р А DATA) sRead 5 bits until 

57 LD D,A 

ED78 IN А, (C) sCheck if "o" 
CB47 BIT 0,A зкеу pressed 
2805 JR 2 ABORT 

CBSA BIT 3,D sstrobe received 

20F3 JR NZ STR then exit with 
| c9 RET 34 bits valid 
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+ 
H 

HH H Td 

H в! 
ЕЗ ABORT POP HL 3adjust stack 
FB EI 
c9 RET 

S N RDY PUSH AF Send а 
LD &,6:00000110 not ready" 
OUT (P_A_DATA),A ssignal 
POP AF 
RET 

Program 2b 
33807 TRANSMIT TO SPECTRUM USING 7 BIT 

31/0 PORT В BITS DF DATA SENT AS 

ЗТМО SEPARATE NIBBLES жж PROVISIONAL ++ 

PORT EQU OFBFFH 
EMT EQU OF7H 

KBDTC EQU 1EH 

CENTRON EGU O000;enter appropriate number 
;the number will be found contained 
зіп locations FF25/FF26H at switch- 
;on time 

ORG 1000H 
3LOAD WHERE-EVER 

ENTRY PUSH AF 
PUSH АЕ 
CALL CENTRON ; Send low nibble 
XOR A 

ру DEC А 5Delay 
JR NZ ру 
POP AF 
вва sShift 
RRA shigh 
вва зпіббіе 
RRA запа 
CALL CENTRON ;send it 
XOR A 

DDY DEC А :0е1ау 
JR NZ DDY | 
POP АЕ 
RET 

АЕ RELEASE XOR A sContinue 
— CALL ENTRY з sending 
ЕТТЕ DB EMT,KEDTC ;nulls to Spectrum 
FEZO — ;untill stopped by 
20F& JR NZ RELEASE ;the "О" key 
F700 DB EMT,O Return to Command level 
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NE OF the problems with the 
Spectrum, and most other 
home computers when used 

for accoun су, astronomy and the 
like where numbers have to be very 
precise, is that the Spectrum will 
play numbers only to eight digits after 
which either it will ignore the rest ої 
the number — if the number is be- 
tween 1018 and 101 —6 — or it fol- 

lows the number with a letter E and 
the power of 10. 

That unfortunately is often insuffi 
cient when performing very complex 
calculations. Also occasionally, if not 

very often, numbers bigger than 
10138 or less than. 101 —38 are re- 
quired and they not only cannot be 
held to any real accuracy but also 
cause the Spectrum to stop with an 
error report, leaving you to find 
another way of finishing the problem. 
SLICING 

The casiest way to circumvent 
those problems is to use string vari 
bles to hold the numbers — they will 
hold the numbers to any amount of 
places without the Spectrum trying to 
change them for you — and manipu- 
late those strings, using the excellent 
string-slicing capabilities, to perform 
the four major mathematical oper- 
ations. 

To get down to the programming, 
please note that the first four sub- 
routines are only to demonstrate the 
basics and so to make them easier to 
understand they will work only with 
positive integers — i.e., no negative 
numbers and no decimal points — 
but the final program which contains 
adapted versions of the programs also 
contains other routines which allow 
the user to enter both decimals and 
negative numbers. 

The most obvious and probably 
easiest program is a simple addition 
program which will add two strings 
and leave the answer in a third string. 
Note that if you enter the multiply 
program you will need to have this 
addition routine in the computer as it 
is an integral part of the multiply 
procedure. 

If you look at figure one you will 
see that the routine is based on a 
simple loop which looks at successive 
elements of each string, adds them, 
and puts the answer in a third string. 
The main lines of interest are: 

Line 1080, which sets the variable Z 

to the value of the "РІВ element of the 
shorter string, after first checking 
that the string is long enough to allow 
it. 
DIVIDES 

Line 1090 adds the *f'th element оГ 
the longer string to Z, adds any re- 
mainder from the last run through the 
loop and then divides the answer by 
10. 

Figure 1. Add. 

1000 REM ADD 
1010 INPUT “First No.”,FS : INPUT 

55 
1050 IF LEN SS> LEN FS THEN LET 
ce S = LET DS - "0" + FS 
1060 FOR F-0 TO LEN СЯ 1 
1070 LET Z=0 
1080 IF IEN DS>F +1 THEN LET 
Z= VAL DS (LEN DS 

(VALL 
+R+Z)/10 
TS=STRS (к 

R)*10) + TS 
1110 LET R- INT R 
1120 NEXT F 
1140 PRINT TS 

INT 

Increasing accuracy 
boosts Spectrum uses 

Stephen Rush manipulates strings to perform mathematical functions 

Line 1100 puts the decimal part — 
the part after the decimal point — of 
the number, which corresponds to the 
units, on to the total (T$) as the next 
digit of the final answer. 

Line 1110 removes the decimal part 
of the number, the units, thus leaving 
R as the remainder from the addition. 

This routine, although not fast, 
will add two numbers each 50 digits 
long in less than 10 seconds, which 
should not cause too much distress 
even if you t to add two very large 
numbers. 

The next routine will subtract one 
string from another, though as we are 
still dealing only in positive numbers 
this routine will find the difference 
between the two numbers. If you 
want the routine to do a proper sub- 
traction, you should add a line 640 to 
read: 

S$>F$ THEN LET 
T$ "4 T$ to the program — 
figure two. 

If you look at the subtraction rou- 
tine in figure (wo you will see that, 
like the addition routine, it is based 
on a short loop but unfortunately this 
one is a little more complicated, so 1 
мій make its explanation а little more 
detailed. 

COMPARING 
Lines 530 and 540 are a simple if 

rather clumsy way of making both 
strings the same length by adding 
078 to the beginning of the shorter 
string. 

Lines 560 and 570 set A$ to the 
larger number and BS to the smaller 
number. 

Beginners should note that when 
comparing strings the computer does 
not compare the values of the strings 
but instead checks on the codes of the 
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first element of cach string — or 
successive elements if the first ele- 
ments are the same — and the string 
which begins with the character with 
the higher code — see appendix A of 
the Spectrum manual — is the higher 
string. 

Fortunately as the codes of the 
numbers are stored in numerical or- 
der 一 the code of “27” is larger 
than the code of “1” — this has the 
same effect as comparing the values 
оГ the strings. Unfortunately, how- 
ever, if the strings are of different 
lengths you may arrive at the іпсог- 
rect answer. 

For example, if the computer com- 
pares the two strings “9” and “800”, 
the computer will give the answer that 

“9” is larger, which is not the correct 
answer in this instance. To prevent 
that * have been added to make 
the strings the same length. So the 

example changes to "009" and 
"800" which gives the answer re- 
quired, i.e., that “800” is larger. 

NEXT DIGIT 

Line 600 checks if the subtraction is 
to need a carry from the next digit. 

Line 610 does the subtraction — К 
is the ‘carry’ if it is needed and КІ is 
the carry from the last subtraction if 

there was one — and leaves the result 
as the next digit of the final answer. 

Line 620 then sets КІ to the num- 
ber which has to be carried forward 

Figure 2. Subtract. 

500 REM SUBTRAC 
510 INPUT “First No." FS, "Second 

T T$» 4% 
EN FS> LEN SS THEN LET 
155: GOTO 530 

LEN SS> LEN FS THEN LET 
ү" + FS : GOTO 540 

550 LET R1 =0 
560 LET AS = "0" 4 SS : LET 
B$= “O + F$ 
570 IF FS>SS THEN LET AS = “0” + FS 
: LET ВУ "0" + S$ 
580 FOR F = LEN A$ TO 1 STEP - 1 
590 LET R=0 
600 IF (VAL BS(F) + КІ)» VAL AS (F) 
THEN LET КОГО 
610 LET T$ - STRS (VAL 
АЗЕ) + R) - (VAL BS(F) + КІ) + TS 
620 LET RI = INT (R/10) 
630 NEXT F 
650 PRINT TS 

for the next time round the loop. 
The program will find the differ- 

ence between two numbers each 50 
digits long in about 10 seconds. 

The next program will multiply two 
strings by long multiplication. Figure 
three will show that the program 
based on two small loops, one inside 
the other. The outside loop goes 
through опе of the strings, one сіс- 
ment at a time, and the inside loop 
multiplies that number by each сіс- 
ment of the second loop in turn. Note 
that to use the multiplication routine 
you must have the addition routine in 
the computer or the multiplication 
program will not work. 

Line 140 sets the remainder (R) to 
zero and sets the subtotal (75) to the 
empty string. 

Line 160 multiplies the correct ele- 
ments of the strings and adds any 

remainder from the last multiplica- 
tion. 

Line 170 puts the units part of the 

calculation on to Z$ as the next digit 
of the subtotal. 

Line 180 calculates the remainder 
to be carried forward and puts the 
remainder in the variable К. 

Lines 200 and 210 add **0"'s to the 
subtotal and then send the subtotal 
and the current total to be added 
using the addition routine. 

PURPOSE 
For those who do not see the rea- 

son for doing this, here is a small 

example of a long multiplication: 

If you want to multiply 12,654 12,654 
by 124, 124* 
you first multiply 12,654 by 4 
giving 50,616 
then you multiply 12,654 by 2 and 
add a "0" 253,080 
then multiply it by 1 and add 
“00” giving. 1,265,400 
and then to get the final answer 
you 
add these three subtotals giving 

That is, in effect, the purpose of 
lines 200 and 210, as they add "0"5 

and then send the strings to be added. 
The only difference is that those lines 

add the subtotals after cach is calcu- 

lated rather than waiting to the end 
and then adding them all. 

If you wish to multiply two num- 

bers each 50 long, unfortu- 

Figure 3. Multiply. 

98 REM To usc this program you must 
have the addition routine in the computer. 
100 REM MULTIPLY 
110 INPUT “First No.”,E 
Мо.”,5$ 
120 LET T$ “” : LET BS -SS : LET 
AS="0" 4 FS 
130 FOR G- L 

160 LET A = (VAL BS(G)*VAL AS 
MiR 
170 LET Z$ = STRS(((A/10) - (INT(A/ 

200 FOR H= 1 TO LEN B$ С 
Z$=Z$+ “0” : NEXT 
210 LET F$ 75 
1020 
220 NEXT © 
250 PRINT T$ 
260 STOP 
1130 RETURN 

nately this routine will take almost 
12) minutes to arrive at the answer 
because to do the calculation re- 
quires: 
A loop of 1 to 50 multipyling each 

digit by one digit from the other 
string; a loop of up to 1 to 50 adding. 
“07% to the subtotal; a loop of be- 
tween 1 to 50 and 1 to 100 to add the 
total and the subtotal. 
То complete the sum it will have to 

go through the process 50 times, 

which unfortunately takes a long time 
to complete. For many applications 
the answer is well worth the wait for 
the accuracy alone but you should 
also note that the biggest number the 
Spectrum can normally handle with- 
out stopping with an error is easily 

surpassed by multiplying two num- 
bers each only 20 digits long. 

DENOMINATOR 

The next routine is slightly limited 
in that the number by which you are 

ling —the denominator — may 
be only eight digits long and unfortu- 
nately that applies to the main pro- 

gram as well as the short routine. If 
anyone knows of a way of circum- 
venting this, | would love to know 
how. 

[һе number into which you are 
dividing — the numerator — can be 

as long as needed and you also have 
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places you want the answer worked. 
What is probably a much bigger 

blow to people who will not bother to 
type-in the main program but want to 
sec the division routine in action is 
that we are still dealing only in inte- 
gers and consequently the answer will 
be a string of numbers and you will 
have to find where to put the decimal 
point — i.e., “10” divided by “40” 
will give the answer "0025"" instead 
of “0.25”. 

If you look at figure four you will 
see that the routine is very short and 
the only lines of interest are those 
between 1565 and 1590. 

DECIMAL 
The easiest way to describe the 

lasks of those lines is to show an 
example of a long division next to a 
description of how the computer does 
the calculation. For example, if you 
wanted to divide 9,714 by 12 to five 
places, in practice you would PRINT 
9714/12 but showing an example to 
20 places would take too much room 
and would also put my one typing 
finger out of action for the rest of the 
week. The calculation would be: 

‘The 
Line Action division 

08095 
1510 Sets FS to “9714” and S$ to 

dcum пута 
1565 L109. 9 
1580 Divides 9 Бу 12 and puts the 

answer (0) on the total. 
1590 Calculates the remainder (9). 
1565 "Brings the 7 down’. » 
1570. Sets R to the number formed 

9n. 
1580 Divides 97 by 12 and puts the 97. 

answer (8) on the total. ач 
1590 Finds the remainder (1). 1 
1565 "Brings the 1 down’. n 
1570 Sets R to the number formed 

an. 
Divides 11 by 12 and puts the — 11 
answer (0) on the total, 

1580 
(2*0) 

1590 
1565 
1570 Sets R to the number formed 

аш). 
1580. Divides 114 Бу 12 and puts 

the answer 14 
(9) on the total. (29) 

1590 Finds the remainder (6). 6 
1565 Finds that F$ is too short so 

it ‘brings down a 0 down’. ө 
1570 Sets R to the number formed 

160). 

the option of choosing to how many 1580 Divides 60 by 12 and puts the 
answer (5) on the total. 

1620 Arrives at the final answer 08095 
Аз you can see, the decimal point 

still needs to be placed and the easiest 
way of doing it is to PRINT VAL F$/ 
VAL 5$, which will give an approxi- 
mate value which should help you to 
place the point. This routine will do a 
division to 1,000 places in about three 
minutes. 

As you have probably already said 
to yourselves, the routines are almost 
useless on their own as much of the 
calculations you will want to do in- 
volves negative numbers and/or num- 
bers with decimal points. 

To circumvent those problems re- 
quires two more routines. The 
lines 9500 to 9550 of the m: 

strings — F$ and S$ — to find any 
decimal points. When it finds a deci. 
mal point it removes it and remem- 
bers from where in the string it came. 
The routine sets DPI to the number 
of digits after the decimal point in FS 
and DP2 to the number of digits after 
the decimal point in S$. 

The other routine, from 9650 to 
line 9600, checks if the first character 
of F$ or $$ is a negative sign; the 
variable NEG is set to 0 if both 
numbers are positive, to 1 if the first 
is negative and the second positive, to 
2 if the first is positive and the second 
negative, and to 3 if both numbers аге 
negative. 

CHECKING 
The final routine, though not very 

important, is very useful in tidying 

1520 INPUT 
1530 LET TS 
1550 LET R =0 
1560 FOR F =1 TO P 
1565 LET 2-0 : IF LEN FS>F THEN 
LET Z- VAL FS (F) 
1570 LET R=R*10+ Z 
1580 LET TS = TS + STRS (INT(R/VAL 
59) 
1590 LET R= R - (INT(VAL TS(LEN 
TS)*VAL SS) 
1600 NEXT F 
1620 PRINT T$ 

the answers; its job is to remove the 
trailing and preceding zeros which 
make the answers look ugly. The i 
portant lines of this final routine аге: 

Line 9930 removes preceding zeros 
from the variable T$. 

Line 9920 returns if the number has 
been reduced to “0”. 

Line 9940 is a complicated line 
which does a fairly simple job; its 
lask is to search the string for a 
decimal point; if it finds a point it 
continues with line 9950 but if the 
string does not contain a decimal 
point it will return, after first check- 
ing whether the string should be nega- 
tive. This line prevents the rest of the 
routine removing zeros from a num- 
ber greater than 1 as they do not need 
the zeros removing, c.g., you do not 
want the zeros removed from 9500. 

Line 9965 will then replace a zero 
before the number if it starts with a 
decimal point — i.e., **.45” will be 
changed to “0.45”. The results from 
the first two routines are used in the 
following ways: 

For adding, if the first number is 
positive and the second negative, line 
77520 sends the strings to be subtract- 
ed. If, however, the first number is 
negative and the second positive, line 
7530 swaps F$ and S$ and also swaps 
DP! and DP2 before sending them to 
be subtracted. 

Lines 7560 and 7565 ensure that 
both numbers have the same number 
of decimal places by adding **0"'s to 
the string with fewer places after the 

point. 
ine 7670 finds the position of the 

point in the final answer. When you 
add two numbers cach with x digits 
after the point the answer will also 
have x digits after the point and will 

also make the answer negative if you 
were adding two negative numbers — 
i.e., if NEG 3. 

To subtract, if the first number is 
positive and the second negative you 
are effectively adding two numbers, 
so line 8040 sends the strings to be 
added; similarly if the first number is 
negative and the second positive you 
are adding the two negative numbers, 
so line 8030 sends the strings to be 

Lines 8050 and 8060 ensure that 
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t Lr 
both numbers have the same number 
of decimal places. 

Line 8190 then finds the position of 
the decimal point, using the same 

reasoning that let line 7670 position 
the point for the add routine. 

To multiply, line 8640 makes the 
final answer negative if one of the 
numbers was ive and the other 
negative. This line also places the 
decimal point for you — when you 
multiply a number with x digits after 
the point by a number with y digits 
after the point the answer will have 

x+y digits after the point. 
То divide, line 9090 finds approxi- 

mately where the decimal point will 
be in the final answer; the number of 
places before the point is roughly the 
difference in the numbers of places 
before the points in the original num- 
bers. 

ANSWER 
Line 9100 allows for people divid- 

ing by numbers less than 1. 
Line 9120 checks if the second 

number is larger than the first, in 

which case the answer will have one 

Finally line 9130 works out the 

final answer miraculously. 
When you have typed-in the pro- 

gram you will see that the lines from 
100 to 7000 have been left blank and, 
as you may have guessed, that is 
where you put your problems. They 
should take the form LET FS 

No." : LET $$ = “Second М 
lowed by one of the following: 
GOSUB ADD 
GOSUB SUBTRACT 

GOSUB MULTIPLY 
GOSUB DIVIDE 
depending on how you wish the 
strings to be manipulated. 

Also, if you require them, you have 
17 memories at your disposal — all of 
the string variables except those used 
in the program. Do not use AS, BS, 
CS, DS, FS, RS, SS, TS, ог 75. For 
example, LET М5- TS will put the 
result of the last calculation in mem- 
ory M$. Before using those memo- 
ries, however, you should check that 
you need to store the number, be- 
cause remembering very large num- 
bers will use up a great deal of your 

precious RAM — the program takes 
about 3.1K and another 300 bytes are 
used by the minimum variables neces- 
sary for the program to run. That, of 
course, will increase considerably 
when you have to add your own lines. 
DO NOT RUN 

If, however, you are unfortunate 
enough to get error 4 OUT OF MEM- 
ORY then do not use RUN or 
CLEAR as they will erase the pro- 
gram variables. Instead you should 
do one of the following: 

Look through the routine you are 
using and see which string variables 
are not used and set them to the 
empty string в.. Z$ is not used in 

the ADD routine, so if you run ош of 
memory while using the routine LET 
Z$-'" followed by CONTINUE 
may help. 

The following lines may be re- 
moved as they are not important to 
the running of the program — 1, 
7500, 8000, 8500, 9000, 9500, 9650, 
9900, and also line 2 if you do not 
mind sacrificing my vanity. 

If you are still short of memory the 
only solution is to start cannibalising 
the routines you are not using and 
then reLOAD the program before 
using it again. 

The main use of the program 
be for normal +, —, *, /, and № 
an example which will 
97402.000055 by 98.64 and will then 
add -65 — to do this sum you 
should add the following lines to the 
main problem 

120 GOSUB DIVIDE 

130 LET F$ = T$ 
65" 

150 GOSUB ADD 
Another use of the program is to 

find high powers of numbers by mul- 
tiplying repeatedly by the same пит- 

ber. For example, to find the exact 
value of 17.64 to the power of 35, 
lines 100 to 150 from above should be 
removed and the following lines 

should be added: 
100 LET Еў = “17.64” 
ПО FOR Y=2 ТО 35 
120 LET $$ = “17.64” 

130 GOSUB MULTIPLY 

140 LET F$ = T$ 
150 NEXT Y 
Once this program is running satis- 

factorily I suggest you go for a stroll 
to the local shops and buy a paper 
and a box of tea bags as the program 
is very slow to reach the exact answer. 

Remember when using FOR NEXT 
loops that you must not use the varia- 
bles used in the main program as the 
loop counter — i.e., do not use P, Е, 
Z, R, С, A, or Н as the loop counter. 

Another function which can be per- 
formed easily using this program, but. 
is not practical without it, is a factori- 
al routine. The factorial of a number 
can be found by multiplying all the 
numbers between 1 and the number 
together, i.e., 6 factorial (6!) 
6*5*4*1*3*2*1) 

SMALL ROUTINE 
To find the factorials of 100, 69, 

and 30 the follo' should be 
added to the main program: 
100 LET F$ 
110 FOR Y=3 to 100 

120 STR$ Y 
130 GOSUB MULTIPI.Y 
140 LET F$ = T$ 
150 IF Y= THEN PRINT “30 
Factorial із”; T$ 
160 IF Y=69 THEN PRINT “69 
Factorial із "7; T$ 
170 NEXT Y 
180 PRINT “100 Factorial is ”; 

Before finally leaving Spectrum 
owners I would like you all to try to 
write a small routine — the ones you 
write are always the best — which will 
round the last digit of the total — i.e., 
it will round 0.6666 up to 0.667 and 
will round 8.3422 down to 8.342 — 
which may make the final answer 
more meaningful. Without the rou- 
tine 10/3*3 will give the answer 9.999 
but with the routine the 9.999 will be 
rounded-up to the proper 10. 

If you have not already done so, try 
10 write this routine on a piece of 
paper — or on the computer if you 
find it easier to concentrate when 
sitting in front of the keyboard. If 
your routine works it will show that 
you understand at least the basics ої 
the program and should be able to 
adapt the routine if your particular 
problem needs the program altering 
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in some way. I suppose I had better 
show one routine which will do the 
job for those who could not bother 
and for those who could not get their 
routines to work properly: 

11 LET ROUND=7450 
ROU=0 
7450 REM ROUND 
7460 LET F$=T$ : LET S$= 
GOSUB DP 

7465 LET DP2- DPI : LET NEG 

= NEG*3 : LET КОО - 1 : GOSUB 
7550 
7470 IF T$ (LEN T$) - б," THEN 

LET T$ = T$ (TO LEN T$- 1) 
7475 LET T$ (LEN T$) = “0” 
7480 GOSUB ZR 

LET 

7490 PRINT “The answer after 
rounding is", T$ 
7675 IF ROU=1 THEN LET 
ROU 0 : RETURN 
And using GOTO ROUND will 
round the number in T$. 

straight on to а ZX-81 with only a few 
minor changes, due to the multi-state- 
ment lines on the Spectrum. Many of 
the lines can just be split into many 
separate lines, one after another. The 
only lines which will require any 
thought are those which contain IF 
THEN statements. 

When translating them you must 
remember that if the statement is 
false — e.g., if NEG« >2 for line 
7520 — then the rest of the line is 
ignored. Most of the lines with an IF 
THEN statement, and also more than 
one statement, will therefore require 
a GOSUB and RETURN or a GOTO. 
Ап example is line 7560 which could 
be replaced by: 
7560 IF DPI» DP2 THEN GOTO 
9700 

9700 LET 5$ 
9701 LET DP2 
9702 GOTO 7650 

This approach should help with all 

$+ "0" 
P241 

which must be replaced by: 
TO LEN T$ 

“” THEN GOTO 

LET 
NEG =5)+T$ 
9944 RETURN 

You should be able to convert the 
rest of the program using those hints. 

If you are still a ZX-80 owner, you 
will probably have to try to think how 
the routines work and try to adapt 
them, remembering that the ZX-80 
does numbers only as integers — the 
strings will still hold decimal numbers 
but the problem is getting the correct 
numbers into the strings in the proper 
order. If anyone wishes to try to 
adapt the program I wish them the 
best of luck but from what I remem- 
ber of the ZX-80 it is probably easier 
for you to write your own program, 
using any ideas from my program 

The program will go almost ofthe problem lines except line 9940, which help you with the task. 

— 

1 REM PRECISION NEG*O: GU TU вага 
2 REM ©. RUSH 1963 7546 LET MULT-G 
9 INPUT "NO. UF PLACES «FUR D 7550 LET T@=""" LET Бей 

IVISIUND",P 7560 IF DP1»DP2 THEN LET 5%-5%% 
16 LET 79-"“: LET Abb=75900° LE "o": LET DP2-DP2«1: GO TO 7568 

T SUBTRRhCT-30080: LET MULTIPLY-G5 7565 IF ОР2>0РІ THEN LET РФР + 
ва" LET DIVIDE-9G080: LET ОР-9500 "д": LET DP1-DP1*1: GU ТО 7965 
" LET 28=9900 7570 LET C$-"O"«S9' LET Ds-"O"«F 

15 REM the Problems should 9o 
between lines 20 and 7600 

29 LET бєч"2675": LET sS-"12"- 
GU SUB divide 
2З PRINT t$ 
30 LET f$-t$: LET зфо"-98"' GU 

ЧОН add: PRINT t&: LET f&-t$: L 
ET ө%-"-16": GU SUB subtract: PR 
INT t$: LET бжебфо LET s$-"?2"- 
GO SUB multiPlw: PRINT t® LET Є 
$-t*&' LET s$-"4": GU SUB divide 
7400 PRINT "The answer is",TS$ 
7499 STOP 
7500 REM ADD 
751@ GU SUB DP 
7520 IF NEG=2 THEN LET NEL-G6: С 
о то 8620 
7530 IF NEG=1 THEN LET К®=Е®: L 
ET Ғө«5%: LET SS=Re: LET DP3=DP1 
" LET DPi-DP2: LET DP2-DP3: LET 

IF LEN FS>LEN S® THEN LET 

7590 LET 2-0 
7600 IF LEN DS>F+1 THEN LET 2-У 
AL OSCLEN DS-F > 
7610 LET R-CVRL CÜSCLEN С%-Р 2+8 
429710 
7620 LET TS=STR® ((R-INT ROX1054 
тя 
?638 LET R=INT R 
7648 NEXT Р 
теза IF MULT-1 THEN LET МОСТУ 
RETURN 

тета LET Т®-с"-" AND NEG=39+TS¢ 
TU LEN Т$-0Р1 2+", "+Т®СЬЕН T$-DP1 
+1 TO > 

7686 GO TO 2R 
8066 REM SUBTRACT 
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8010 GU GUB DP 
8020 LET T&-"" 
3030 IF NEG=1 THEN LET NEG=3' G 
0 TO 7549 
3848 IF NEG=2 THEN LET МЕС G 
п To 7546 
ваза IF ОРЗ<ОР2 THEN LET ҒФ-ҒФ» 
"Өн. LET рР1=рР1+1: GU ТО 8050 
8060 IF _DP2<DP1 THEN LET S$=5$+ 
"а": LET ОР2=0Р2+1' GU ТО вибо 
ват?е IF LEN FS^LEN 5% THEN LET 
SW-"G"*«S&' GO ТО 9870 
вана IF LEN SS»LEN F$ THEN LET 
Fs-"ü'«F&' 60 TO BUBO 
8096 LET R1-G 
8110 IF F$»5& THEN LET PS="G"+F 
*' LET B&-"O"«5$: GO TO 8138 
8120 LET ЯФе"О"-5Ф' LET B 
%! LET NEG*3-NEG 
8130 FÜR FeLEN R$ TO 1 STEP -1 
8149 LET R=G 
8150 IF (VAL BESCFO*RIDSVRL AWF) 
THEN LET В=1@ 

8160 LET TS=STR® (VAL ASCP +R = 
(VAL Bike F4R1 47S 
9170 LET RI*-INT (R710) 
8186 NEXT F 
8198 LET T&e("-" FIND NEGe35*TK 
TU LEN T8-DP12*"."*T$CLEN T 
% TO > 
8208 GU TO ZR 
8506 REM MULTIPLY 
8518 GO SUB OP: LET T$-"": LET B 

56: LET ne-"o8"«Fs 
4 GeLEN B® TU 1 STEP -1 

8535 LET Кей! LET 2®="" 
9548 FUR F«LEN AS ТО 1 STEP -1 
8558 LET A=( VAL BACGKVAL АЕРО» 
+R 
8570 LET Z§=STR$ ((CRZ182-CINT € 
В/1й›››ж1@›+2®% 
8588 LET RINT «В/162 
9590 NEXT Е 
8608 FÜR Hei ТО LEN B$-G' LET 2% 
=2%+'0". NEXT H 
8512 LET F$-2$: LET S$-T&: LET T 

и", LET Бей 
P 20 LET MULT=1° 60 SUB 7576 
8630 NEXT G 
3640 LET Т®=‹"-" AND CNEG=1 OR N 
EG=2)>+T&¢ ТО LEN TS-DP1-LP2 9+". 
— T&-DP1-DP2«1 TO > 
BESA GU TU ZR 
чибо REM DIVIDE 
3018 bU SUB DP: LET 2%-"" 

LET Rew 
FUR Е-і ТО Р 

94> LET 2=@- iF LEN Г®>-Р THEN 
LET z-VfL ФР» 

3056 LET R-RX1G«Z 

ағ 

зоба LET 2$-2$«5TR$ CINT СВИМА. 
S555 

9076 LET R-R-CINT СУПІ Z$«LEN 2 
> ?来 YRL SBD 
зава NEXT F 

089 PRINT 2% 
9098 LET PP3=CLEN F$&-DP1»-(LEN 5 
Ф-0Р2 +1 
9166 FOR Г=1 ТО LEN 3%: IF CUDE 
S-LUDE "О" THEN LET Li*3-DP-341* 
LET 5$-S$«2 ТО >: LET z$-"Q"428 

' NEXT F 

9116 FOR Ғ-і ТО LEN Za: IF CODE 
2%=С00Е "0" THEN LET 29-292 TU 

>: NEXT F 

9120 IF 9%>Ғ% THEN LET DP3*-DP3- 
1 
9125 IF DP3X1 THEN LET 2@="@"+2 
$: LET DP3*-DP3*«1' GU TU 9129 
9198 LET T$-("-" AND (NEG-) UR N 
Ебт2)2+2% TO ОРЗ)", «29 DP3*1 
TO > 
“9148 GO ТО ZR 

9500 REM ОР 

9516 LET DP1=0: LET DP2-8 
3520 FOR FeLEN Ff ТО 1 STEP -1' 
IF F$&CF2-"," THEN LET DP1*(LEN 

Ғ%-Ғ>: LET ҒезҒФс ТИ Р-1 +29 7+1 
о» 

3530 NEXT Р 
9548 FOR F=LEN 5% TU 1 STEP -1' 
IF S&«F»-"," THEN LET DP2*(LEN 
5%-Ғ): LET 5%=69 TU 7-1 2+5 Р+1 
TO > 

3538 NEXT F 
9568 REM NEGATIVE 
3578 LET NEG=6 
3580 IF CODE F$-LODE "-" THEN L 

ET NEG*-1: LET Ғөзгӛсг TO > 
9590 IF CODE S&-COUDE "-" THEM L 
ET NEGeNEG*2: LET S$-9$/2 TU > 
9600 RETURN 
9900 REM 2R 
9918 IF CODE T$-CODE "=" THEN L 

ET NEG=5: LET T$-T&(2 TO > 
9926 IF T@="G" ОК T$-"G." THEN 
RETURN 
9930 IF CODE T&-CODC "à" THEM . L 
ЕТ T$=Tec2 TO > GO TO 9920 
3948 FOR F-1 То LEN T$: IF TF? 
<>." THEN NEXT Е: LET Төзс"-" 

AND NEG-52«T$: RETURN 
9950 IF T$-".0" THEN LET T$-"à" 

* RETURN 
9966 IF ТФСЬЕН T®)="6" THEN LET 
T&-T&( ТО LEN T&-1): GU TO 9958 

3365 IF CODE T$=LU © THEN L 
ET Т®="@а"+Т® 
5 û IF'NEG-S THEN LET T$="-"+T 
% 
3384 RETURN 
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INPUT/OUTPUT 
PORT FOR 

ZX SPECTRUM 
KIT- £16.95 

BUILT- £18.95 
(Output 
connector 
£3.25 И 
required) 

* Programm: 
mix of input 
and output 

* May be used 
with printer 

* Uses IN/OUT 
Includes VAT 
and Inland 
Postage * ров may 

pee 

Ideal for 
controlling models, 
motors, robots, 
automatic equipment, security systems etc. practical applications circuits included, 
Export postage (surface) £2.50. Send SAE for lull catalogu 2X81 accessories Cash with order or ACCESS. 

REDDITCH ELECTRONICS 
21 FERNEY HILL AVENUE, 

REDDITCH, WORCS B97 4RU 

The Complete Printed Circuit Workshop 

Computer Cables & Connectors 
We now offer an extensive range of computer cables & 
Connectors including a spectrum user port extender cable. Send for complete cable & connector price list 
SPECTRUM EXTENDER 

22 е 

HB/2069 £8.85* 

Overcomes those interconnection problems! Six inch double ended extender & male PCB plug. Also available as single ended with 9" of ribbon cable 
HB/2068 £4.76* 
VIC/CBM 64 cassette interface 
Operates with most data recorders HB/3000 £12.50* 

Full Hobbyboard Catalogue £1.50" lehndabe wih frst oder over £10} "Prices inclusive of VAT, carriage 60p in U.K. Overseas orders please add extra carriage. 

[hobbuboord 
adivision ot 
KELAN ENGINEERING Ltd 
Hookstone Park. 
Harrogate, N. Yorks complete P.C.B. workshop 
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ZX PROGRAMMERS. . ， 
look no further than — 

Whether you write MACHINE CODE or BASIC we 
have the very latest "state of the art" programming 
tools for you, try them and see why our product is. 
widely regarded by professionals as the very best 
available. 

FULL SCREEN EDITOR/ASSEMBLER 
(16/48K) voted THE MOST POWERFUL 
МАСНІМЕ CODE PROGRAMMING TOOL YET 
SEEN бу HOME COMPUTER WEEKLY 
® Editing facilities comparable to the most 

sophisticated word processor with MOVE, COPY 
d/or DELETE lines or blocks of code. 

@ LOCATE, CHANGE or DELETE specified 
strings or characters, full 280 instruction set 
supported, comprehensive syntax check 
powerful expression evaluator, 8 derivatives 
including stand alone and quash, symbol table 
display, assembly to screen, printer or save 10 

ind “SNAKE”, a fully notated source code 
emonstration program 

(PLUS 80 version for the KEMPSTON 

CENTRONICS 80 COLUMN PRINTER 

INTERFACE now available). 
MACHINE CODE TEST TOOL (16/48K) 
tutor and de-bug program. co-resides with the FULL 
SCREEN EDITOR / ASSEMBLER in 48K to give a 
COMPLETE MACHINE CODE DEVELOPMENT 
ENVIRONMENT that is second to none. The 
programmer can switch between programs within 

nstru 
ө Page 

y and testing of machine coded 

8 memory registers so you 
у see what's happening. displays Main and ate register sets, Breakpoints can be Se 

¢ 1 Nullifie HEX:DECIMAL 
version, STOP and return BASIC. MOVE on GOTO address. Character 

Generator and full supporting 
1 tutorial 

MASTER TOOLKIT (16/48K). YOUR 
BASIC WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN! 
Thi gram a whole range of really т 
оттап and facilities f 
® Келі time clock and 

»cumentation 

ur Spectrum 
alarm with off 

* BLOCK MOVE. COPY. DELETE and MERGE 
two lines. FIND and CHANGE character string 
RENUMBER. 10 programmable kevs (up t 
chars. each). TR with uou 
lisplay. VARIABLE display and dump. 
COMPRESS. REMKILL and PACK to 
т CHANGE CASE upper tc 

1, КАМТОР ADDRESS and 
for vectors. Comprehensive 

у supplied 
vailable [rom ted branches of 

W H SMITH. BOOTS and MENZIE 
good software stockist 

SOFTWARE .. . 
SIMPLY THE BEST 

М you expenence any dicil obtarnng your copy of these programs send a 
cheque or pastal order for ($95 per program 18% lor the PLUS 80 version ol 

FULL SCREEN EDITORIASSEMBLER) EN 
Oxford Computer Publishing Ltd. 

4 High Street, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. 519 908 

x 
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Cheap arm demonstrates 
robot capabilities 

OBOTS are great fun but they 
re expensive. Those used by 

British Leyland cost tens of 
thousands of pounds while many 
cheaper designs aimed at schools, col- 
leges and the enthusiast cost anything 
between £700 and £1,000. Those 
prices are clearly outside the range of 
the average pocket. The robot de- 
scribed here aims to rectify that situ- 
ation for £25 to £30; excluding the 
ZX-81 and an I/O board, a small and 
simple robotic arm can be construct- 
ed. 

Although this robot has no practi- 
cal use, it serves as an excellent dem- 
onstration tool or it can be built for 
pleasure. The materials required, 
apart from a ZX-81 and an 1/0 
board, are two Acom radio control 
servos, some scraps of thin plywood 
or card, a suitable box and some old 
Meccano, or similar, rods and 
wheels, 

The construction method need not 
be adhered to and the robot should be 
adapted to suit the individual and his 
materials, First the arm is construct- 
ed, The pattern of the arm — figure 
one — is copied on to Nin. plywood 
or thick card. The arm is cut out and 
folded along the dashed lines into a 
box shape. That is then taped or 
glued. Once the arm is complete, two 
holes are made as indicated in figure 
one. The holes are made using either 

Stephen Crawford shows 
how by using existing materi- 
als and a ZX-81 you can ob- 
tain an idea of how large 
industrial concerns could de- 
velop in the years to come 

a knitting needle or a special punch- 
ing tool. 

The next step involves making a 
platform on to which the arm and 
servo motors are attached. The plat- 
form — figure two — is cut from а 
piece of Yin. plywood. Two Mec- 
vano brackets — figure three — аге 
then bolted on to the platform as 
indicated in figure two. If Meccano is 
unavailable, similar items can be 
made from thin aluminium. 

А lin. Meccano bush wheel is 
placed inside the arm so that the 
centre of the wheel is aligned with the 
two holes in the arm. The whole arm 
assembly is placed between the brack- 
ets and а 14in. Meccano rod inserted 
through the holes. The bush wheel is 

MATERIALS 
‘The servos 一 Acom AS-1 — used cost between 
£12 and £15. They may be obtained from any 
model shop which supplies Acom radio control 
equipment. 

‘Since the number of stockists is enormous, 
the best way of finding a supplier of the servos 
would be to consult advertisements in an ар- 
Propriate magazine. 

The MO board was obtained from Techno- 
matic Ltd and cost £11.50 plus VAT. 

then glued to the arm and the grub- 
screw in the bush is tightened, fixing 
the arm and rod together solidly — 
figure four. 

The next stage involves the mount- 
ing of the servo. A gearwheel is fixed 
on to the right end of the rod, looking 
from behind. The purpose of the 
wheel is to provide a large surface 
area on to which a servo head may Бе 
attached. The servo is then mounted. 
on to the platform. The centre of the 
servo head must be aligned accurately 
with the centre of the rod. To do that 
the servo must be raised to the correct. 
height. 

Small blocks of wood glued to the 
platform act as supports. The servo is 
attached, both to the gearwheel and 
the platform, by double-sided tape. It 
should be noted that the bolt securing 
the servo head to the servo should be 
removed, as it causes a bump which 

ens the joint — figure five. 
Once the robot part has been made 

the next stage is construction of a 
base. That is not critical and there- 
fore detailed instruction has been 
omitted. Briefly, however, it can be 
made from wood or from a plastic or 
metal projects box. A diagram of 
minimum sizes is shown in figure six. 
A suitable hole is cut in the top of 

the box to accommodate the servo. 
Once the hole has been cut, the servo 
is screwed into place. The platform 

Figure 1. All sizes in millimetres. 
Materials — thick card or Yuin. ply. 
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can then be attached to the bas 
do that a servo head is either taped — 
double-sided — or glued to the under- 
side of the platform — figure two. 

The platform should then be bal- 
anced. The robot arm is fully out- 
stretched and small weights are taped 

the platform in appropriate 
positions so that the platform is bal- 
anced about the centre of the servo 
head. The servo head attached to the 
platform is then connected to the 
servo on the base. 

The final step involves constructing 
a hook for the end of the robot arm. 
That is made from a paper clip bent 
into the correct shape. The completed 
hook is glued to the end of the arm. 
The robot is then complete and it is 
ready to be connected to the com- 
puter. 

So that the robot may be con- 
trolled, it must be linked to the com- 
puter via an interface board. In the 

To 

Figure 3. Meccano part 128 (2 required). 

© 

йо 

prototype a Technomatic 1/О board 
was used. It consists of eight inputs 
and eight outputs but only two out- 
puts are required. Other output 
boards may be used but the mac 
code routine — figure nine — must be 
altered as in figure nine. The servos 
are connected to each line as shown in 

figure seven. Once that is complete 
the robot is ready to be programmed. 

The radio control servos are con- 
trolled by changing the input pulse 
width between 1,0005 and 2,0004. 
For simplicity there are 100 program- 
mable positions, i.e., for every 1045 
the input pulse is increased the servo 

will turn about one degree. The time 
between each pulse is of the order of 
18,000,5. Figure eight illustrates the 
waveform required. The servos in the 
robot are controlled by a Z-80 ma- 
chine code routine which is controlled 
by a Basic program. The machine 
code routine can be broken into three 
parts — the 18,0004 delay, the 
1.00045 pulse, and the adjustable 
part of the pulse, lasting 0-1,000,5. 
The machine code routine and ac- 
companying comments are in figure 
nine. 

Unless you have an assembler the 
machine code will have to be loaded 
into the computer in decimal, using 
the loader program — program onc. 
To enter the code the loader program 
is entered into the computer. The 
рговгат is RUN and the decimal 
values — under the column Decimal 
— from figure nine are entered one а! 
a time, pressing NEWLINE after 
each value. 
Once all the values have been en- 

tered, press STOP then NEWLINE. 
That will terminate the loader pro- 
gram which is then deleted except for 
the REM statement in line one which 
will have taken a different appear- 
ance. Great care must be taken when 
entering the machine code, as one 
mistake сап crash the program. If 
that happens the plug must be re- 
moved and the loading procedure re- 
peated. 

Figure 2. Pattern for platform showing position of the Meccano brackets and the servo head. 

114 
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Figure 4. Not to scale or proportion. 

Elevation 

Section through A-B 

Figure 5. Not to scale or proportion. 

Counter 
balance 
— 88 

Bottom servo head 

Figure 6, Not to scale r proportion. 

Hole for servo 

SY 

os Hole for wires 
Minimum dimensions 
Length 180mm 
Width. 90mm 
Height 40mm 

The Basic programs controlling the 
machine code can then be entered. 
There are two such programs. The 
first — program two — is for manual 
control. In it the position of the servo 
motor is entered and the computer 
responds immediately. Program three 

is for automatic control. In this case 

the servo positions are stored in a 
Basic array. The program is used 
where repetitive movement is re- 
quired — perhaps to demonstrate a 
production line robotic arm 

To operate the first, lines 20 to. 

Program 1: Machine code loader. 

1 REM EEEFEEEEEEEEPEEEEEEEEEEEEE 
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 

EEEEEEFEEEE 
20 FOR F > 16515 TO 40000 
30 PRINT F 
40 INPUT 1 
50 PRINT | 
(0 POKE РА 
70 SCROLL 
AO NEXT F 

1000 are entered, Lines 240 and 250 
may be altered to suit the design of 
the robot. They have been included in 
case the robot has a limit to its move- 
ment, in which case the servo could 
pull the robot apart. 
When the program is RUN a small 

menu is displayed. It indicates what 
code has to be entered for a certain 
movement. A number is entered 
which corresponds to a command, 
e.g., entering 1 means that any move- 
ment will be in the vertical axis — the 
arm will move. The computer then 
displays a prompt for the absolute 
position. An integer between 1 and 99 
is entered and the computer will move 
immediately to the required position. 
Entering 50 centres the servo. 

The second program operates by 
poking the required data into the 
machine code routine from a Basic 
array. Each movement requires two 
pieces of data — the axis ої move- 

ment and the absolute position. The 
first piece of information is the axís 
of movement — 1 = horizontal (turn- 
table); 2= vertical (arm). The abso- 
lute position is an integer between 1 
and 99. 
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Figure 9: Machine code listing. 
Program 2: Manual control. ене — UN 

E а Mnemonic Address (ZX-81) Decimal — Comments 
20 FAST LD С,50 16515 [^ Load C with 50 Гог 50 pulses. 30 PRINT " ENTER NUMBER 16516 50 CORRESPONDING TO REQUIRED UDIN INI % Load E with value for servo 
MOVEMENT. 1 = VERTICAL і 16518 50 position: 15 E99. 
3- HORIZONTAL.” LDHLMM4 16519 з Load HL with 3144 for about. 40 INPUT 1 15620 т 18 000,5 delay 50 PRINT 1 16521 MEINT T нан ирк нм T ret UT 90 1E 1-1 THEN PORE 16536; A тра ло ыы 220 PRINT "ENTER ABSOLUTE NOR 16924 
POSITION." —— =ч 
230 INPUT Q сен 16526 * 
AIF I SAND Q> ОК 0<) THEN JRNZ 16527 32 Jump to address 16525 if бото 220 ped E Ha A 
ІРІ and Q>75 OR Q«5 THEN ср 16529 189 
7. se JRN; 16530 32 Jump 10 address 16525 if 
260 POKE 16518,0 А 16531 249 LPA 
FIOLET La ЫБА 16805) арн 16532 » Load HL with output port address, 
1000 GOTO 20 16533 248 Change values if another output port 

1654 2 having another address is used, 
LD (HL)I 16535 54 Set bit 0 of port high (this 

Lines 30 and 50 have to be changed eR 1 eee ier d 
slightly if additional steps are re- | pece 16537 » 
quired. For every one movement, the | CPE 16538 187 
array is increased in size by two. | МОР 1659 9 
Hence the DIM statement should also | МОР Led 6 П p кор 16541 0 be increased by two. Line 40 should | Nop 16542 0 
also be altered similarly. It should | кор 16543 0 
read 40 FOR F= 1 TO X STEP 2;Xis | JRNZ 1654 n Jump to address 16537 if 
increased by two for every extra 1645 г KAR | сарани — кор 16546 0 

| — LD B.ISI 16547 6 Load B for delay С (Fig. 3). The situation becomes clearer if the m 
program is studied. In the demonstra- | мор 0 
tion program the data in the array | МОР 2 
should, when RUN, make the robot | ОБС В w 
arm move almost fully up; rotate | Spay за Jump to address 16551 И 
right; lower the arm; pause; raise the 252 B4 A. 
arm; rotate left; lower the arm and LD (HL) 54 Set output port low 

pause. That sequence will continue | yc ¢ rA 
until the robot is stopped by halting | Che "s 
the program. JRNZ 2 Jump to address 16517 if 

On the ZX-81 all the programs m CHA. 
have to be RUN in FAST mode. The | RET 201 Казац Ваш 
reason is that when the computer is in. | «e 1000 for Technomaric 1/0 Port — 24842 SLOW mode the program is inter- 
rupted many times each second so 
that the display may be updated. In 
that case the critical timing required 
may be upset. 

The servo routine and programs 
are not limited to the robot described. 
The same servos and software may 
also be used in other projects where 
critical and controlled. movement is 
required. 

The robot will not weld cars but, in 
addition to being an interesting toy, 
should demonstrate what industrial 
robots do. 

36850 for Latch Card — 2 143 

Program 3: Automatic control. 

20 FAST 
30 DIM 1016) 
40 GOSUB 1000 
50 FOR F=1 TO 16 STEP 2 
60 POKE 16536,L(F) 
70 POKE 16518,L(F + 1) 
90 LET L=USR 16515 
100 NEXT F 
110 GOTO 50 
1000 LET LU) = 1 
1002 LET L(2) -90 
1004 LET LÛ) 
1005 LET 144) - 1 

1007 LET ЦЗ) - 1 
1008 LET 146) = 10 
1010 LET L(7) - 1 
1011 LET L(8) = 10 
1013 LET L(9) - 1 
1014 LET L(10) - 50 
1016 LET LU 
1017 LET ЦІ) -90 
1019 LET L(13}=1 
1020 LET L(14) = 10 
1022 LET L(15)= 1 
1023 LET L(16) = 10 
6000 RETURN 
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A piece of experimental/Veroboard with pins 
connected. 

Wires coming from 
to WO board ن UO beer Pins on to which the plug fits o 

оо Ж 

c 970 
09090000 97099 
ооо 

ос 

Technomatic ИО board 
000000 

0000000 

ЕН Н 
Figure 7. 

Connections to the servos. 
Red lead: + SV 
Black lead : ОУ 
White lead : input 

Пре мы 
г + A — 1800045 — addresses 16519 16536 v dd Tosemo 1| р 0100075 addresses 10537 10546 С — "1000; — addresses 10547 10556 ov e— — ov input pulse to the serva 

Output 1 Inout 

о (нев || — 
«А = 

— оу 

Figure 10. 
The plugs were connected to the wires 
using Veropins stuck in an experimentor 
board. Veroboard could also be used if tho. 
pins were soldered in. Pins were used 
because the spacing matched the plug. 

Red (+ 5V) lead 

Black (OV lead) 
White (input lead) 

[es 2 
Drawing of servo plug — not to scale 

— 

| 
(To white lead of servo 1] 

(To black lead of servo 1) 

(To red lead of servo 1) 

(To white. id of servo 2) 

(To black lead of servo 2) 

(To red lead of servo 2) 

Connection from 1/0 board to servos 
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Reducing power demand by 
mixing TTL and CMOS 

Joe Pritchard continues his series on electronic theory, looking at interfacing different 
types of devices, buffers and other interesting areas 

HIS TIME we will look at the 
interfacing of TTL and CMOS 
devices, at buffers, three-state 

devices and the computer databus. 
Why is it necessary to mix TTL and 
CMOS devices in circuitry? There are 
several reasons. One of them is that 
the CMOS devices load whatever they 
are connected to by only а small 
amount — less than that for an 
LSTTL device. They also consu 
less power. Also there are some func 
tions available in the CMOS family 
which are not available in the TTL 
family. 
CMOS units can also drive more 

CMOS inputs than can LSTTL units 
drive LSTTL inputs. CMOS devices 
will function on 5 volts, like TTL, but 
they will work satisfactorily up to 15 
volts, Thus we might make an address 
decoder circuit from CMOS devices 
to minimise the loading effect on the 
computer bus and then interface it to 
LSTTL devices for the rest of the 
circuit 

Table one shows the input and out- 
put voltage characteristics of CMOS 
and LSTTL devices. They are typical 
values for the devices and so in рга 
tice some variation from the figures is 
to be expected, Let us consider the 
case of interfacing a CMOS device to 
an LSTTL input. The following con- 

ditions must be met: 

і Хон for CMOS must exceed 
Vin for ТТІ 

й Vor for CMOS must be less 
than Уң for ТТІ 

iii The CMOS gate must Бе capa- 
ble of handling the current 
needed by the TTL gate to 
switch correctly, 

It is only in the last instance that we 

fan-out to LSTTL of 1 at best. To 
produce a successful interfacing of 
signals, we employ a logic device 
known as a buffer. The usual des 
is the 4050, а CMOS buffer with the 
ability to supply the current needed. 

The typical methods of use for the 
device are shown in figure one. Figure 
la shows the most common arrangé 
ment, with the power supply voltages. 

Figure ta 

cmos 

+5V 

TTL output 

1/6 4050 

ov 

need to take care. The TTL input 
needs about 0.3mA when a low input 
is applied and the CMOS output is 
not capable of providing that current. 
The device may be able to provide the 
current but it is not guaranteed and so 
we do not want to rely on it 

The CMOS gate has, therefore, a 

Figure Ib. Using 4050 ay a level 
+1оу 

+5у 

TTL output. 

лів 4050 

ov 

for the TTL and CMOS parts of the 
circuit being at the same level. 

That need not be the case and in 
situations where the CMOS supply is 
higher than the TTL supply, the cir- 
cuit configuration of figure 1b is 
used. 

In most logic devices, applying a 1 
signal with a value in volts of more 
than the supply rail will damage the 
device. That is not so with the 4050. 
In that application, we say that the 
4050 is involved in a level conversion 
role — i.e., translating a voltage re- 
presenting a logic 1 in one system into 
а voltage representing а 1 in another 
system. When used as a CMOS-to- 
TTL converter, the buffer can pro- 
vide sufficient current for two 
LSTTL gates. The pin-out for the 
device is shown in figure two. 

In the reverse situation, where we 
wish to interface a TTL output to a 
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Table 1. Characteristics at SV power supply. 

Name | Description | cmos | TTL 
(typical) | (typical) 

Von | Output high | SV | зам 
voltage 

Vo. | Output low | 0.01 | osv 
voltage 

Ми | Voltage for | 35У | 2v 
high input 

Ми | Voltage for | 1.5V | ову 
low input 

CMOS input, the situation is easier. 
We have no current considerations, 
due to the very low requirements of 
the CMOS devices. So all we have to 
consider are the voltage levels. When 
high, an LSTTL output is guaranteed 
10 deliver about 2.4 volts. The mini- 
mum voltage a CMOS gate will recog- 
nise as a high input is between 3 and 4 
volts. 

They are the worst possibl 
but we must design our circuits 

as having the ability to buffer а сіг- 
cuit, they also perform a logical in- 
vert function. They are called 
inverting buffers. 
Some typical buffers are the 

741.516 and the 741.517 devices. The 
16 device is a hex inverting buffer and 
the 17 is а non-inverting device. The 
4049 is a CMOS hex inverting buffer. 
As well as providing an inter! 
function, we can use a TTL buffer to 

increase the fan-out of other LSTTL 

devices, e.g., feeding a standard TTL 
buffer from an LSTTL output and 
then taking the buffer output to other 
LSTTL devices. 

A final use of buffers is in the field 
of protetting delicate chips from hu- 

man beings. If we are using an ad- 
vanced chip such as a parallel input/ 
output device, known commonly a: 
PIO, then in experimental work or in 
education it is a good idea to input 
signals to the РІО only through buff- 

Figure 3. TE L-to-CMOS interface. 

ov 

them in mind. The answer is to use a 
simple resistor as a pull-up com- 
ponent. Its function is to ensure that 
whenever the TTL output goes high, 
the CMOS input always sees a mini- 
mum of 3.5 volts. That is shown in 
figure three. Obviously the resistor 
should be of a value so that when the 
TTL output is low, the CMOS input 
is low as well. 
We have already seen the use of а 

buffer device in increasing the current 
availability from a logic device. Also 
we used a 7404 device in part one of 
the series to help us drive a LED. Ме 
could easily have used a buffer. Buff- 
ers can be obtained in which, as well 

ers. In that way, if а high voltage was 
applied accidentally the buffers 
would be damaged and not the more 
expensive PIO. 

АН the buffers we have mentioned 
so far and which have belonged to the 
TTL family have had what are known 
as totem pole outputs. That rather 
graphic description refers to the inter- 
nal design of the chips. There are 
some buffers which have a different 
type of internal circuitry at their out- 
puts, while still being members of the 
TTL family. 
Those devices are said to have 

collector outputs. The main di 
ence so far as we are concerned is the 

о 
0 
1 
1 

current and voltage ratings of the two 
output types. The open collector out- 
puts are capable of handling more 
current, typically up to 40mA. The 
7407 and the 7406 are open collector 

driver devices; the phrase driver is 
used rather than a bulfer because 
those devices can handle more cur- 
rent. Applications are shown in figure 
four. 
The 7406 device has an inverting 

function and the 7407 a non-inverting 
function, In both cases, current flows 

through the load and into the TTL 
output when the output is low. 

It is not only buffers which are 
available with the open collector out- 
puts; other logic devices have them as 
well. A typical example is the 7401, 
which is the open collector equivalent 
of the 7400 device. An interesting 
side-effect of the open collector de- 
vice is that it enables you to construct 
some logic functions without using 
logic gates. An example is the wired 
AND gate shown in figure five and its 
practical form in figure six. The to- 
tem pole output devices make this 
practice unwise but it is easily and 
safely implemented on the open col- 
lector device 

Readers wanting ап explanation 
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аге advised to seek a reference book 
on the subject, as 10 explain it here 
would involve а rather detailed exam- 
ination of the internal design of the 
TTL family of devices. Suffice to say 
that the ‘wired AND’ function is just 

опе of a series of wired logic func- 
tions which can be formed in this way 
from open collector devices. That із 
obviously important in the design of 
commercial logic devices but is not so 
relevant for the home designer, for 
whom the extra expense is usually not 
too great. 

We now discuss a group of devices 
which are extremely important in the 
design of devices to fit on to the 
computer databus. They are the 
three-state buffers, also known as tri- 
state buffers. A three-state device has 
three output states. 1 know that one 
of the first things we learned about 
logic devices was that there are two 
logic states, 1 and 0. Well, the three- 
state devices have those two states 
and a third state, known coloquially 
as the “float” state. 

In that condition, the output is said 
to present а high impedance to any 
device connected to it. When float- 
ing, the output has no effect on a 
device connected to it. It is as if we 
had a switch by which we could dis- 
connect the output of the three-state 
device from the input of the next 
device, When the output is floating, 
the three-state device is said to be 
disabled. When we allow the output 
to assume a 1 ог 0 logic value, we say 
that the device is enabled. 

Control over whether a device is 
enabled or disabled is done via a pin 
on the device. Figure seven shows the 
circuit symbol for а non-inverting 

three-state buffer. Let us examine 
few practical three-state buffers in the 
TTL family. The simplest is probably 
the 741.5125, which is a quad tri-state 
buffer. The pin-out for the device is 
shown in figure eight. The circle on 
the enable line indicates that it is an 
active low line, i.e., the line is taken 
to a logic 0 to enable the gates. The 
741.5126 is identical except for the 
small difference that the enable line is 
taken high to enable the 

In each of those devices 
individual enable line for each gate in 
the package. That is not usually the 
case, as often there are up to eight 
gates in the package. So the enable 
lines are said to be commoned, in that 
several gates are controlled by one 
enable line. An example is the 
7ALS244 device which has eight buff- 
ers controlled as two blocks of four 
gates. Figure nine shows ап app! 
cation for this device. When the con- 
trol signal is low, the data on the eight 
lines from the external logic is made 
available for the databus of the com- 

puter. The control signal could be 
nerated by the computer. When the 

signal goes high again, it is as if the 
LS244 were not connected to the 
databus of the compute 

All the buffer chips considered 

have been uni-directional — in a cer- 
tain circuit the device has to be re- 
wired to allow a signal to go in the 
other direction. It would be very use- 
ful if devices existed. which would 
allow signals to flow in both direc 
tions depending on the state of a 
control signal to the device. 
Such a chip exists, the LS245. It isa 

TTL device and allows two-way or bi- 
directional data flow depending on 
the state of one of its pins. The pin- 
out for the device is shown in figure 
10. The CE terminal of the chip is the. 
enable line. That is an active low line, 
as indicated by the bar over the label, 
and is taken low to enable the bu 
ers. The DIR pin is the pin which 

Figure б. прий wired АМ). 
+5۷ 

controls the direction of data flow 
through the buffers 

Table two shows how combina- 
tions of those two pins control the 
buffers. Here, all eight buffers are 
controlled by the lines simultaneous- 
ly. Obviously, the device will allow 
1wo-way communication between the 
data lines connected to it. If we en- 
abled the chip and then took DIR to a 
logic low, data would flow from the В 

Figure da, Inverting buffer. 
+5 

Load 

Tin 

1/6 7406 

ov 

5-зоу 6 

ov 

Figure 4b. Non inverting buffer. 
530v 

Load 

ма 7407 
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lines to the A lines. The lines connect- 
ed to B are said to be transmitting 
data and the A lines are said to be 
receiving data. If we took the DIR 
line high, the situation would be re- 
versed. As eight lines are involved, 
the device is often described as an 
octal bus transceiver. 
Other three-state devices include 

the 1.5367 and the 81LS97. The latter 
unit is a member of a family of 
devices designed originally for use 
with the 8080 microprocessor but is 
useful in other applications. None of 
the devices mentioned so far has been 
latched. The idea will be discussed in 
detail next time but the basic concepts 
are that the devices so far examined 
have, when enabled, re-created at 
their outputs the data which was at 
their inputs at that moment. 
A latched device can remember 

data which has been put there by a 
circuit until it is read. Even after it 
has been read, the latch can still hold 
the data until it is told to forget the 
data. 

The last operation is called re-set- 
ting the latch. Thus the latched buff- 
ers are handy devices. In a previous 
article, in the June-July issue of Sin- 
clair Projects, | discussed the 8212 
latch in some detail. As we have 
mentioned the computer bus in pass- 
i 5 time, let us look at it in more 

In a computer, the various com- 

Figure 7. Tristate buffer with active low 
enable. 

usually uni-directional, although 
some control lines will be bi-direc- 
tional. The data bus is bi-directional 
as it must carry data to and from the 
microprocessor. 

All of those lines carry logic signals 
and have a fan-out like any other 
logic device. With regard to the ad- 
dress and control buses, buffering is 
not usually needed so long as only a 
few extra LSTTL or CMOS loads are 
placed on the address lines. 

With several devices, buffering be- 

| п { 
HEHH | | 

| d dul | 
— — ponents which make up the device are comes necessary and could be done 

: linked by wires or tracks on printed with some of the devices already seen, 
ла | circuit boards. Some lines, as the Buffering between devices added and 

Й із | Wires are called, carry information the databus should be considered to 
2 about the present state of the com- Бе essential, so that when the device is 

" 12 | puter and they are called control sig- not in use it does not interfere with 
nals, as they control interactions the databus in any way. You can 

3 11 | between the microprocessor at the imagine the confusion which would 
heart of the computer and the other confront the microprocessor if two 

4 devices in the ci unbuffered devices tried to send sig- 
10 Those lines constitute the control nals to it at the same time, the situ- 

n bus. Other lines carry information ation which would occur if the 
з | relating to what the computer should devices were not isolated from the bus 

do next and on what numbers the by the three-state buffers. Circuits 
6 computer should next operate. The which send data to the databus or 

2 lines are the databus. devices which receive signals from the 
A further set of lines tells the com- bus may be isolated by the use of uni- 

7 puter where it сап find its next in- directional three-state’ buffers but de- 
оу struction or data item. That is the vices which are expected to send and 

address bus of the computer. The receive information would need bi- 
address bus and control bus are directional devices. 

Memory chips, such as those which 
make up the RAM of Sinclair micros, 
often have three-state buffers built 
into them so that they can interface 
directly to the databus. 

The concept of the bus will be 
explored further in a future part of 
the series, Next time, we will examine 
the second major group of logic de- 
vices — sequential logic circuits. They 
are the circuits whose logical behav- 
iour depends to a certain extent on 
signals applied previously. 

With regard to practical experi- 
ments, this time a few words on using 
CMOS devices might be in order. Due 
to their construction, CMOS devices 
need protecting from static electric- 
ity, which can damage them serious- 
ly. Although protection is often built- 
in, a little care will make life easier 

Figure 9. 1.5244 applicati 

To data bus of Micro 

contol signa 
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for both you and the chip. The de- 
vices are usually protected up to 
about 4,000 volts and static di: 

charge of below that should not both- 
er them. As you can generally develop 
à voltage on your fingers of up to 
10,000 volts by walking across a ny- 

They may seem extreme precau- 
tions but they are the ones 1 employ 
and I have not lost a CMOS chip yet. 

The construction method of the 
€MOS family makes their inputs very 

susceptible to electrical noise if they 
are left unconnected. With TTL. de- 

vices, unconnected inputs assume а 
logical value of 1. That is not the case 
with CMOS gates and it is necessary 
to tie all unused inputs to either logic 
1 or logic 0, depending on the logic 
function you are trying to achieve in 
the circuit. lon carpet, care is still needed. So 

here are a few points to note when 
using CMOS device: 

Figure 10. Pin-out of 15245. 

® Never solder to them directly 一 1 
always use sockets. That also 
makes fault-finding easier. 

* Most CMOS devices are delivered 
to the user with their pins either 
short-circuited with conductive 
foam or with the pins stuck into 
metal foil. Never remove the chip 
from that protection until you are 
ready to use it in the circuit. 

@ When breadboarding circuits, in- 
sert the chip last. Never insert or 
remove a chip from а powered-up 
circuit 

@ Try not to touch the legs of a 
CMOS device. When handling, try 
not to wear nylon clothing. 

ө Before handling, try to discharge 
any charge on you by touching a 
cold water tap or pipe. 

рф O4 0,0 > ою 
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Project buyers’ guide 
HERE 15 a list of suppliers for difficult-to-obtain items which have 
been used in projects. 

Extender cards for fitting to rear of edge connector to allow stacking 
add-ons. 

23-way for ZX-81 
28-way for Spectrum 

Innovonics 

ZXTONGUE Edge connectors 23-way for 2Х-81 and SPECTONGUE 28-way for Spectrum. 
Innovonics 

- MS Components Ltd, Zephyr House, Waring Street, West Norwood, PCB mounting 3.5mm. jack sockets as used in the Central Heating London SE27. Tel: 01-670 4466. Controller project. 
MS Components Ltd 

UPDM 
Innovonics, 147 Upland Road, East Dulwich, London SE22. 

Readers’ Tips — Four-button key- 
pad, p13. The right-hand side of the 
figure showing the connections to the 
ZX-81 PCB should be as below: 

Errors 了 
December 1983/January 1984 НІ 
Update, page 14. Waveforms: ‘lower Q should be Q^. з! зрада ound Generator, page 17, figure 3: “СІ should Бе 330pf"'. і Digital logic, page 24, figure 20: “The NOT gate should be in the other input to AND gate E" 
Prowler, page 27, figure 1: “The connection from R4 to IC2 goes to pin І, 3 MR”; page 30, figure 7: “ріп 15 is RAW”. | Battery support, page 43 circuit layout: “Connection А is by the top end оГ | R3". HA 
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If you only buy ONE 
computing book 

THIS IS 
THE 
CLASSIC! 
An entertaining, but thorough reference source 
with the most readable, comprehensive glossary 

you'll find anywhere. The Good Computing Book 
for Beginners is an essential A-Z of all the facts you 

need to know about computing — and none you 
don't! 

Whether you're brand new to computing, or an old 
hand keen to stay ahead, you'll score by keeping this 
classic, top-selling book within reach to use again and 

again. 

The author, Dennis Jarrett, is a successful journalist 
who was also founder editor of Which Computer? 

magazine — so his first edition quickly became a 
standard work. Now this new, substantially 

enlarged and revised edition covers the latest 
trends, terms and technology with the relevant facts 
— and ONLY the relevant facts — in plain English. 

Here's another fact you'll find fascinating: it will only 
cost you £2.95! 

Use the coupon below to get your copy right away 
一 or buy it soon from your bookshop. It's the one 

book you'll turn to again and again. 



Joystick апа y: 
Interface 
for Sinclair Spectrum with these 
features to give you endless hours 
of enjoyment. 
1. Super positive response fire = 

button. 
2. Firm suction cups for stable 

‘one hand operation. 
3. Snug fit hand moulded grip. 
4: Additional fire button. 
5. Extra long 4 ft lead. 
The Interface supplied with the 
Quick Shot (9) has a two joysticks 
facility. | 
The first port simulates 6789 & 0 
keys. The second port simulates in | 
(31) command. it will run any | 
Software. - 
1. Using keys 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0. Ta 
2. Having redifinable кеу 

function. 
3. Using In (31) I.e. Kempston. 
4. Any Software you write L 

yourself. 

Keyboard гог 
use with а Spectrum 
or ZX81 
Our cased keyboard has 52 
keys, 12 of which form a 
numeric pad. The 12 keys 
comprise 1-9 numeric pius full 
stop and shift keys, all in red, to 

|| distinguish from the main 
|| keyboard keys which are in 

grey, the keys contrast with 
the black case to form a very 
attractive unit. The case has 

been designed to take a 2Х81 
or Spectrum computer. 16K, 
32K or 64K can also be fitted 

| to the motherboard inside 
the case (81 model only]. 
The case is also large 

| enough for other add-ons 
) пке the power supply to 

be fitted, giving a very 
smart self-contained 
unit with which other 

_ | add-ons e.g. printer 
с. сап still be used. 
jur ZX Professional / 

Keyboard offers more / 
keys and features than / 
any other model in its A 
price range making / Ж ] 
It the best value 
keyboard 
available. ү, 

i Light pen 
m The LIGHT PEN enables you to 

produce high resolution 
drawings on your own TV 

L screen simply by plugging into 
г} I | the ear socket of your 

3 : Spectrum. The controlling 
Г = software supplied with the 
- E 1 light pen has 16 pre-defined 

ү ] instructions. You сап спапде 
| colour (Border, Paper, Ink], 
+ draw circles, arcs, boxes, lines 

and insert text onto the screen 

| | | ағапу chosen place, you can 
also draw freehand. There is a 

feature to retain the screens 

| апа апітате. Оп the 48К 

Spectrum you сап retain 5 
screens. You can also use the , 

] machine code on its own in 
your own programs, for 
‘selecting out of a menu etc. 
The LIGHT PEN is supplied 

| with a control interface, to 

adjust the sensitivity/pen 
Е s alignment. 

Spectra- 
Sound 
The so-called speaker in your 
Spectrum is really on a ‘buzzer 

ith the DK Tronics “SPECTRA 
SOUND” you can generate fully 
amplified sound through the 
speaker on your TV set. SPECTRA 
SOUND is a very simple but 
highly effective add-on. This. 
means that you no longer have a 
faint beep but a highly amplified 
sound, which can be adjusted 
with the TV volume control, 
The SPECTRA SOUND fits 
‘compactly and neatly inside the 
Spectrum case and Ís connected 
by three small crocodile clips. 

quelPO payable to DK Tronics total € 

CLILIILLIILIIIIT] 

Send to: DK Tronics Ltd.. Unit 6, Shire Hil Ind. Est., Saffron 
Walden, Essex CB11 ЗА. 16350 (24 hri) 5 lines 


